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Preface
It has been the priirile^e of the writer to he identified with the
Department of Public Welfare of the State of Ohio during- a period of
the past ten years . light yea.TB of this duration were devoted to working
with the individuals admitted to the Girls' Industrial School at Delaware,
Ohio, where the writer served on the staff as a social worker*
Bealizing the inadequacy of available facts as a basis of study
and the need of securing reasonably reliable data relative to the individ->
uals admitted to the Institution as well as to the successful adjustment
of these individuals after their release^ the Adiainistration of the
Girls* Induetfial School of Ohio in 1941 approved the making of two re-
search studies.
The objective of the first study was to obtain significant data
pertaining to all new admissions during a one year period and to de-
termine the contributing factors leading to their coijjnitment . The
subsequent study was to be undertaken in an attempt to ascertain the
type of adj-astment made by a certain nuin.ber of girls during a given
period following their release*
In order to secure the establishment of sound conclusions in the
second project, it was decided that this follow-up study should be made
of cases admitted to the Institution during one given year, preferably
five to eight years previous to the time of their release. The
Administration, therefore, decided to use the same cases in the con-
sideration of both research studies believing that such a procedure
would permit broader investigation ana correlation. Cases admitted to
Ii
the Girls* Industrial School during the year ending JUne» 19^6, were
accordingly selected for study in laoth inquiries*
The writer, who was assigned to the making of the first stuci>',
received generous cooperation frora the courts in Ohio hearing children's
cases. Gratitude is hereby expressed for such wholehearted support*
Without the ready assistance of the court officials it would have heen
difficult to insure the soundness of the conclusions herein presented*
Special appreciation is expressed to Mrs. Hose C. Beatty, then
Superintendent, whose keen interest and helpful direction proved to
he of inestimable value. Her keen vision and spirit of pioneering
were responsible for the necessary time heing granted to establish
the initial findings*
These findings, obtained while the writer was in active service
at the Girls* Industrial School have been compiled and interpreted during
her matriculation at Boston University in partial fulfillment of re-
quirements for the degree of Master of Science in Social Service*

Chapter I
Introductory Considerations
The social worker Is concerned with that part of social science
which deals principally with people's relation with each other under
organized society.
Since the dawn of civilization, there has been a reco^-nized con-
flict between the wants and desires of society on the one hand, and the
individuals who compose it, on the other hand. This conflict in the
very earliest times of which we have any knowledge, necessitated sets
of regulations and imperatives. The need of an authority to enforce
the observance of the imperatives led to the formation of goveraments
and the establishment of courts vrlth power of punishment.
The imperatives were almost always in the form of prohibitions
and the fear of punishment was the old deterrent to violation. This
system grew into the modern criminal codes with their variations accord-
ing to geography and period. There was also set up a system of laws
for the settlement of disputes of such nature as did not clearly in-
volve an intent to violate the criminal code—disputes of fact and
interpretation of agreement, and this set of regulations grew into the
modem civil codes.
Within the limits of government, there have developed numerous
religions, each with its own set of imperatives coinciding in important
respects with those of the government. These organizations originally
claimed (and some continue to do so) direct contact with one or more
gods as the source of their irqjerativos and offered reward for ob-

servance as well aa punishment for Infraction, both to be poatraortom.
In the United States religious organizations operate under govern-
ment charter with freedom to teach anything they wl sh so long as trtiat
they teach is not inimlcable to the state. The personnel and the or-
ganization are entitled to earn a livelihood and accutmilate property
with all the privileges of other businesses or professions and some
additional ones.
In the United States, again, the modern tendency has been toward
less emphasis on postmortem reward and punishment and a concentration
on exhortation to virtue as an end in itself.
In the United States, under democratic government and freedom of
religion, there has been developed a vast systan of institutions whose
purpose it is to cope with the problem of the unsocial or asocial individu-
als in the population. There has been a now and growing interest in this
branch of social science on the part of public spirited citizens and
schools have granted scholastic recognition to the study of this phase
of sociology.
It was an outgrowth of these social developments that the Stata
of Ohio, as one of the forty-eight self-governing States of the Union,
established in the year 1865 the Girls* Industrial School v^ich has
remained the only state institution for the treatment of asocial and
problem girls between the ages of ten and eighteen.
The School is situated along the Scioto River, twenty miles north-
wast of Columbus and ten ailas southwest of Delaware. Some eighteen
large brick buildings form the nucleus of this little community. Grouped
in a semi-circlo on a campus of ninety-nine acres, facing the river, the
1i
J
buildings form a picture comparable to any college canpus.
The objective of this School as originally stated in the Ohio law,
Was defined in these terras: "For the instruction, ei^loyinent and re-
1
formation of evil-disposed, incorrigible and delinquent girls." Such
a conception or interpretation of this stnte facility is now considered
as faulty and antiquated as ^ere the methods and procedures employed
irtien the Institution was first opened some seventy years ago.
Today, the Girls* Industrial School is maintained more as a home
training school, where individuals indicating asocial behavior are
studied and offered individual training and treatment.
The current purpose of the School is to re-educate and rehabil-
itate so-called •delinquent" girls— in reality, girls who are anti-
social, unsocial, dissocial, and maladjusted to society, irrespective
of cause. It aims to offer resourceful, individual treatment through
social, medical, psychological, educational, and religious measures; to
train girls so that they may develop into useful citizens and portray
higher ideals of young womanhood. Emphasis Is placed upon rehabilitation
through education, social adjustment, and healing of emotional wounds,
rather than through punishment, penitence, or refomation. The recon-
struction and restraining of lives is the keynote of the total program.
Bach girl admitted to the Girls' Industrial School is coinnitted by
one of the eighty-eight courts in Ohio hearing Juvenile cases. She must
be over twelve years of age and under eighteen. Much attention has been
given during the past several years to the tjrpe of girls which should
be committed to the Girls' Industrial School from the viewpoint
1 Ohio Law Bulletin
I
as to the School's helpfulness to the girl.
The Administration has been especially interested in recent years,
in determining just triiat criteria have been used by judges in making
commitments to the Girls* Industrial School. There appears to be a lack
of any definiteness of criteria. In many cases it is obviously a lack of
other available resources for dealing with the problem presented. There
is a great difference between judges. One judge comnits many girls as
delinquent, another commits few; for one judge, a particular type of
offense is equivalent to a commitment, for anotlier, the same offense is
equivalent to probation or a mild reprimand. Presumably the criteria
used by the two judges should be the same, but apparently they are not.
It is believed by the writer and other social workers that if the judges
in Ohio hearing children's cases could arrive at some more definite under
standing of just which offenders should be sent to institutions, which
offenders should be returned to their own homes, and which should re-
ceive other types of care and treatment, as probation and foster home
placement, a forward step would be made in the State program for its
youthful offenders.
The writer is of the opinion that the ideal clearing house or
receiving center for all children passing through the juvenile courts
in Ohio would be the Bureau of Juvenile Research, Here the child would
be studied and observed for a period of two or three months on the basis
of the history material, the psychological, psychiatric, and medical
findings. The clinical study and suinnary of the child would likewise
include the observations and reports by cottage matrons, teachers, super-
visors, and recreational aides, relative to his daily adjustment, his

aotlYities, associations, reactions, and emotional patterns*
A con5)08ite report from these various sources would make it possible
to determine whether the child should be treated in one group or another;
whether she should be ssnt, therefore, to one institution or another,
inasmuch as each institution should treat certain definite groups of
children. Should such a plan be adopted, and the Bureau of Juvenile
Research become responsible for the study and classification of the
children passing through the eighty-eight courts, the Institutions would
be assured of receiving the type of cases they are equipped to treat.
It is apparent that if the State proRrain for the treatment of
its maladjusted youth is to be effective, the Juvenile Courts must be
urged to commit those boys and girls whose presumed capacity is train-
able for satisfactory participation in life. Such cases as, defectives,
certain neurological and psychiatric cases, general hospital cases,
and children outside the proper developraent range should be excluded
from consideration of commitment to the Industrial school.
It is further believed that the court has a certain very definite
responsibility with regard to the preparation of a social history of any
child whom it decides to commit to an institution. Such data are
essential at the time of a girl*s arrival. If the staff is to arrive at
a sound diagnosis and plan of treatment.
Recent years have revealed an increasinc interest upon the part
of both professional and lay groups regarding the program of the Girls*
Industrial School, University classes have visited the Institution to
observe and draw critical evaluations. Such groups as the Women's
Federated Clubs, the State Probation Association, the Parent Teachers
Association, the American Legion, the Service Clubs, and others

have been giving more attention than ever before to the welfare of chil-
dren* The care and treatment of the delinquent has a definite place on
their programs. Tliey are beginning to evaluate the worth of this State
facility provided for the rehabilitation of its non-conf orraing youth.
They are asking the state of Ohio these questions:
Does the Girls* Industrial School meet the needs of those
committed to its care?
Is the program designed to offer individual treatment?
Does the program reflect modern and progressive methods of
education and re-education?
Is the curriculum sufficiently flexible to be adapted to the
various types of commitments?
Does the staff include trained professional workers who are
qualified to offer the necessary insight, skills and therapy?
These and many additional inquiries motivated the Administration at the
Girls* Industrial School, under the leadership of Mrs. Rose C. Beatty,
Superintendent, in 1940 to institute the making of several research studies
in an effort to obtain critical and objective information.
The writer, ^^o was assigned to the first research study, that of
obtaining certain significant data relative to all admissions for the
year ending June 30, 1936, and to determine thereupon the more obvious
contributing factors leading to their canraitment, was faced with certain
limitations.
Due to the lack of uniform criteria as a basis for corjmltments
by the various courts in Ohio and to the Inadequate Social, Legal and
Medical records submitted at the time of a girl*s commitment by a number
of the courts, the writer found Incomplete source material from which to
secure the esired data. The student, therefore, decided to use a work-
ing schedule (Appendix A) as a basis in establishing the necessary
information. The factors indicated upon the schedule were obtained from

two aourcee; first, the Initial Social Interview (Appendix B) conducted
by the writer upon the arrival of each new admission at the Institution
during the year ending June 30, 1936, and second, the court coranitment
papers, accompanying the girl, including the Social, Legal and Medical
records*
After the working schedules were filled out frca the above named
sources, they were mailed to the respective Juvenile Court officials with
a letter of explanation. 3ach court was requested to supply any lacking
information and to check carefully the data already recorded in order to
verify its authenticity. Splendid response was shown by the courts in
checking these working sheets and supplying additional information.
The factors obtained from the working schedules of the 256
cases under study were then sumnarized in tables as indicated in
Chapters II, III and V of this study, \7hile realizing the inadequacy
of detail in the available material, the student has endeavored to estab-
lish certain facts which may qualify as a reliable, even though an insig-
nificant addition, to the existing infomiat Ion on the subject.
In addition to securing significant data relative to the total
256 cases, it was decided to present a more detailed picture of some
illustrative cases. The basis for the selection of these cases was
largely that of the availability of material at hand. Since cases
committed from courts furnishing adequate social and legal records
offered richer sources of material fron irtiich to prepare case stories,
they were consequently selected. Although not wholly representntive,
these twenty-five cases In the opinion of the writer, may properly be
considered as Illustrative, These varied case stories strongly suggest

the necessity for carefully planned individualized treatment if the in-
dividual' s basic patterns and attitudes are to be modified.
In pointing to the Sunnary and Conclusion, the student first
wishes to state that due to the limited length of this study, many
interesting angles relative to the material presented have not been
developed. The present program of the Girls* Industrial School, for
instance, was not discussed as that subject in itself could well con-
stitute an independent project. The present status of the courts in
Ohio hearing children's cases was also omitted, although constituting
a vital and related phase of this study. Neither was the responsibility
of the home, the school, and the consminity developed in any great de-
tail as this subject has already been well treated by a number of writers
in recent years.
The student's chief objective has been that of determining what
appears to be the contributing factors leading to conmltments at the
Girls* Industrial School at Delaware, Ohio, as concluded from the source
material obtained.
She has, therefore, utilized the sunmiary largely to point out
the more obvious persciiai and environmental provocations and precip-
itating factors that have caused the individual* s latent delinquency
to become manifest,—resulting in dissocial behavior leading to her con-
mitment to a State Institution,
1I
Chapter II
Personal Characterlatlos
Citizens from both lay and professional groups in their visits to
the Girls' Industrial School have directed many pertinent questions to
the ndmini strati on. Who is the delinquent? What is the average age of
your girls? Are any illegitimate? What per cent are colored? What is
their health status? How many are school problems? What were the
offenses leading to their conraitment?
It was questions such as these any many others that led to the
statistical analysis of 256 offenders, the interpretations of which are
presented in this and the succeeding chapter. The writer, although un-
able to present certain essential data, such as mental status, early de*
velopnnent factors, and complete school histories, due to the absence
of such information from the source material, believes that the tables
and interpretations offered indicate tendencies and patterns of sig-
nificance to those interested in the youthful girl offender,
1
Who is the delinquent? Recent studies, including the present re-
search, reveal that the delinquent may be found among the following:
girls of deficient and low mentality, of psychopathic trends, of twisted
personalities, of poor health; girls coming from disintegrated homes,
financially inadequate homes, unhappy hooes. The list could be extended
to include a number of other different types represented by the youthful
1 See: Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile
Delinquent
a
(Cambridge? Harvard University Press, 1939) also their
Five Hundred Delinquent Women (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1934) .
I
offender.
Dr. S. W. Hartwell, while Director of the Child Guidance Clinic,
Worcester, Massachusetts, gave a classification of delinquents in terras
of the deeper moods that pervade the emotional lives of children. He
stated that:
Destructive moods, *hile we give them many names,
can be grouped under four headings: noods of discourage-
ment; moods of fear, including, of course, guilt and the
like; moods of loneliness, or of being unloved; and g
moods of confusion, or not understanding experience,
Aiohhom views wa^rward youth as Including dissocial, delinquent,
problem, and borderline-neurotic cases with dissocial symptoms,
4
Howard and Patry consider the delinquent not as a type, nor his
behavior as following any special law of heredity or nurture. They hold
the delinquent to be an individual irtiose behavior is conditioned by a
miltiplicity of interdigitating causal factors: namely, the original stuff
out of Which he Is made, experience and environment, guidance, super-
vision, training, habit formation (particularly emotional and volitional
self and social control), ethical, moral, and citizenship standards of
home and community, bad influences (separation, divorce, inmorality,
criminal activity), mental and emotional maladjustments, conflicts and
complexes, physical disorders, unhealthy social attitudes, and many
others. This broad concept of the delinquent and his behavior impresses
2 Sanuel S. Hartwell, Fifty-Five " Bad* Boys (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1931), pp, 341-345,
3 August Aichhorn, Wa3rward Youth (New York: The Viking Press,
1935), p.3.
4 Frank E. Howard and Frederick L. Patry, Ment al Health (New
York and London, Harpers & Bros,, 1935), p. 306,
I(
the writer as being not only the most comprehensive, but likewise one
substantiated by the findings presented in this study,
TAHLE I
AGS OF GIRLS AT TIMS OF COIlMITMEafr
Age No, of
in Years Girls Per Cent
10 to 10,9 2 0*8
11 to 11,9 2 0.8
12 to 12,9 4 1.6
13 to 13,9 26 10,2
14 to 14.9 36 14,1
15 to 15,9 75 29.2
16 to 16,9 61 23.8
17 to 17.9 50 19,5
Total 256 100.0
Average age: 15.66
Age. At the time the girls were conmitted to the Girls'
Industrial School, four of them (1.6^) were between 10 and 12 years of
5
age; 30 (11,8?^) were between 12 and 14; 111 (43,3^) were between 14 and
16; and 111 (43,3^) were between 16 and 18, the average age being 15 years
and 6 months^ It will be seen in Table I that 186 girls (72,5^), nearly
throe fourths of the total number under study, were between the ages of
15 and 18, well along in adolescence.
5 Since this study was undertaken the Ohio Law has been
changed raising the rainimura age from 10 to 12. The inaxiraim age, 18
years, was retained.
I
It is not surprising to the social worker, the psychiatrist, and the
educator that the greatest number fall into the age group between fifteen
and eighteen, for it is at this period that youthful offenders are most
6
likely to com© to the attention of the court, Thom makes a strong
denial, however, that the period of adolescence is necessarily one in
which delinquency flourishes. He reminds us that every period of life
has its problems. He states that the problems occurring in early child-
hood or in late adult life are likely to bother only the immediate
family, who, in one way or another, must adjust themselves to the un-
desirable personality traits and behavior manifestations of their off-
spring, their sister and brother, or the husband and wife, as the case
may be. The problems occurring during adolescence, however, are likely
to be noticed in the school, the college, or in recreational groups,
such as clubs or camps; and they may come to the attention of such an
agency as the juvenile court.
The student, while in accord with modem criminologists and psychiat-
rists that delinquency has its roots in early childliood and that offenders
ofttimes enter upon anti-social behavior very early in life, recognizes
that adolescence is a period in which conflicts and anxieties are bound
to appear, and which, many times, prove to be the precipitating factors
that cause the latent delinquency to become manifest.
6 Douglas Thom, Guiding the Adolescent (U. 3. Children's
Bureau, 1933) Publication 225, p, 3.
si
Ro8s states:
The adolescent Is faced with two fundamental problems:
to make new attachments outside the family and to integrate
new authorities with the old. These problems are easy or
difficult according to the way he has handled his earlier
anxieties. . • These conflicts place a heavy burden on the ego
which must find the solution, • . We are lilcely to see two
extremes: a highly developed defense, on the one hand, or
delinquency on the other.
It is to be remembered that aome of the stress of the adolescent
period must be attributed to growth changes of both psychological and
physiological nature, and do not need to be regarded as pathological.
Do not those irtio deal with the adolescent then need to be able to malte
some differentiation between those problems incident to growth, and those
that have their origin in earlier phases of development and have become
aggravated during adolescence? Should they not be able to anticipate
adolescent difficulties and begin planning for the child in his pre-
adolescent years, thus preventing much trouble later?
By beinf? alert to the stresses and strains of the adolescent period
and aware of the symptoms of a possible puberty neurosis, the skilled
case worker or psychiatrist can guide the adolescent into channels of
behavior and expression that neat his instinctual demands and are, at
the same time, socially acceptable. Supportive treatment in many cases
would tide the girl over the most difficult period, and thus prevent her
coming to the attention of the court.
Legitimacy. Of the 256 cases in which this factor was known, 247
of the girl delinquents (96.6«J) were legitimate; 9 (3.5^) were bom or
7 Helen Ross, "The Case Worker and the Adolescent," The Family
.
22:232-234, Kovember, 1941,
1(
14
8
oonoeivad out of wedlock. In Ohio in 1936, ?^443 (2.8^) of total births
were reported as illegitimate which compares closely to the rate in the
groups under study.
Although there may be certain instances (Case No. 3, Thapter IV)
where illegitimacy of a child has created an irregular family pattern
ifliich led to the child's raaledjustment , it is concluded in the light of
such a negligible number of illegitimate cases, (9 out of 256, or 3,5^)
that illegitimacy in itself is not a contributing factor leading to
ooimitment.
TABLS II
RACIAL COMPOf^ITION OF GIRLS
Pace Mothers Per C^nt Fathers Par Cent
of of
Girls Girls
American Negro 47 18,3 49 19.1
American White 163 63.7 150 58.6
Misc, European 32 12.5 41 16.0
Unascertained 14 5.5 16 2.2
Total 256 100.0 856 97.9
Color and Racial Composition: An analysis of the racial extraction
of the 256 girls (see Table II) shows that the outstanding feature was
the abnormally high percentage of Negroes. There were 47 (18.5^) girls
° tJ, s. Bureau of the Census: Twenty^second Annual Report of the
U. 3. Department of Commerce (Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
1936) p. 18.
II
both of whose parents were coloired. This niuaber is approximately four
tiraes greater ttian would be expected on the basis of the ratio of Negroes
in Ohio to the total population in Ohio.
9
In the national census of 1930, the population of Ohio was 6,646,697,
The Negro population in the same year was 309,304, or 4,75^ of the total
population of Ohio. This percentage applied to the group of 256 girls
would Justify an expectation that 12 girls (12,03) in the group would be
Negroes in 1930, whereas there actually were 47 Negro girls among the
group of 256 in the year 1936,
On the basis of theae figures, there was an excess of 35 Negro girls,
or approximately 3009^, The writer recognizes that theae figures are open
to challenge, due to the possibility that there was a radical change in the
racial composition of the Ohio population between the years 1930 and 1936,
While atoitting the probability of a change, the writer does not believe
it was a radical one.
An examination of the population changes in the TJ, S. and the State
of Ohio in the 10 year period pr*»ceding 1930, shows that there was a strong
trend toward Negro migration into Ohio from other states, and that this
trend would indicate the probability that in the year 1936 the Negro
was more than about 4,7% of the population, but less than 9%, which would
still leave the Negro girls in this group having a 100^ excess over the
ratio of Negroes to the total population of Ohio,
Further support of the observation that a high percentage of the
9 Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930, Volume 2, p, 48
i

16
Negro population of Ohio consisted of interstate iimnigrants is found In
10
the breakdown of ty» census for 1930 vrt^iich * owed that out of the 309,304
Negroes then living in Ohio, a total of 206,717 or 66,8^ were born in
other states.
The inescapable conclusion is that the group of cirls included
about three times as many Negro girls as would be e:<pected from the ratio
of Negro population to the total population of Ohio in 1936, It should
be noted also that since the youngest of the girls was 10 years old,
none of thmi was bom later than the year 19S6, and that, therefore,
the years for which the Negro populntion growth has been estimated did
not produce any of the girls who were included in the group of 47 Negroes
that were found among the girls committed to the Girls' Industrial School
in the year under study.
Outside of the large proportion of girls above discussed, the only
other outstanding feature of tho race or nationality of the girls was the
number of girls whose mothers were American but whose fathers were not.
Only 150, or 58^1, of the girls were listed as the offspring of unmixed
White American parents. Of the 256 girls, therefore, 105, or 42^, were
either colored or the offspring of mixed white parentage.
10 Ibid.
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Nativity. Table III reveals that 255 (99,fi^) of the girls are
native bom. Of this number, 181 (70.7^) were born in Ohio and 74 (28, 9?^)
were bcrn in other places in the United States. Only one (0*^%) was forelgi
born.
Based upon the figures in Table III, it was found that the number
of girls of native-born colored parents run 35 in excess of normal
numerical expectation, and that girls of native-bom white parents run
65 short of numerical expectation. A highly significant fact is that
girls native-bom of foreign-bom white pa^^ents run 16 in excess of
numerical expectation.
This supports the belief that the native-bom children of foreign
or mixed parentage have a higher incidence of delinquency than either
native-bora offspring of native parentage or foreign-born children of
foreign parents. We may therefore infer that it is not foreign birth
per se which is related to delinquency, but the conflict of cultures
between native-born children and foreign-bom parents. (See Cases
III, IV and V in Chapter IV.)
Attention has already been given to the excess number of colored
girls in the previous discussion related to color and race.

TABLE IV
MARITAL 5JTATUS OF GIRLS
Marital Status No. of
Girls
Per Cent
Single 243 94.9
Married
Separated 8 3.1
Living with husband S 1.2
Divorced 2 .8
Total 13 5.1
Total 256 100.0
Marital Status. Table IV indicates that 13 girls (5.1^) had been
married prior to coranitmsnt. This percent is but half that of the young
12
married women in the general population, of whom 10.9^ married irtien
they were not yet eighteen years old. It may readily be concluded,
however, that the thirteen married girls in the study married through
expediency and were hardly mature enough to assume the duties and re-
sponsibilities of marriage. It is not surprising, therefore, that 10
out of the 13 marriages were unsuccessful. The instability of the marital
state and the factors leading to separation and divorce are depicted in
Case XII in Chapter lY, Additional factors contributing to the marital
failures were the low mentality, emotional instability, extreme youthful-
ness, and general irresponsibility of the girls.
12 Fifteenth Census of the United states.

Wliile r^ooi^iizing that the marital situation in a few of the
thirteen married girls aggravated their delinquency and resulted in
their commitment, it is believed by the writer that the pattern and recta
of the delinquency antedated marriage and that marriage would, therefore,
not be regarded as a basic contributing factor leading to commitments
to the Oirls* Industrial School, (See Case No. XII, Chapter IV),
TABLE V
PHYSICAL caromoN of girls
Physical Disorder No. of
Girls
Per Cent
Poor teeth 01 35.5
Overweight 86 &3.6
Underweight 82 32.0
Bad tonsils 69 27.0
Venereal disease
Syphilis 22 8,6
Gonorrhea 26 10.2
Both 1 0.4
Total 40 19.8
Poor eyes 47 18.4
Nervousness 46 18.0
Thyroid trouble S6 14.1
Pregnant 5 2.0
Needing X-ray 10 3.9
Needing orthopedic treatment 9 3.5
Needing major operation 7 2.7
Physical Condi ticai. Table V based upon the court medical records and
the School's initial physical examinations reveals the physical condition
of the 256 girls at the time of their conmitment. It will be seen that
91 (35,5^) were in need of dental attention; 69 (27,05S) had infected
tonsils; 49 (19.2^) had poor vision; while 7 (2.7^) were in need of major
(
surgical care*
Special attention is called to the venereal disease item. It will
be seen that £2 (8,6^) had syphilis; 26 (10,2^) had gonorrhea; while one
(.4^) had both syphilis and gonorrhea, raHklng a total of 49 (19,2^) having
a venereal infection. While such a number would be an extremely high
per cent to contract a venereal disease at any time in life, it is
particularly extraordinary to do so at such a youthful age as compared
13
with life expectancy*
TABLE VI
PROCEDURE FO(LLOWED BY OHIO COURTS
I!T THE TREATMENT OF
^4
VENEREAL DISEASE IN JUVENILES
Facility Utilized No. of Per Gent
Courts
Using
Girls* Industrial School 52 61*3
Local Hospitals B4 27*8
Public Welfare Department 22 25,0
Division of Charities
Local Doctors 20 22*7
County health doctors 12 13,6
Local Dept. of Health 10 11.3
Local City clinics 6 OJi
County Infirmary 8 0*2
Ohio State University Clinic S 0*2
Women's Detention Home, Akron, Ohio S 0*8
Maple IQioll Home, Cincinnati, Ohio 1 0*1
Cleveland Venereal Clinic 1 0*1
Realizing that 52 (61,39t) of the 88 courts in Ohio {see Table VI)
13 Thomas Parran, M.D,, Shadow on the Land
,
3yi)hills, (New York:
Reynal & Hitchcock, 1937), pp. 54-70.
14 Faye Bums, Courts in Ohio Hearing Children* s Case a (Ohio State
(I
use the Girls' Industrial School as a facility for the treatment of
venereal diseases in Juveniles, it must be admitted that venereal
disease is an inxnediate c cntributing factor leading to coniaitiaents.
Here again, however, the writer believes that the underlying factors
antedated the venereal infection of the girls, and that the disease in
the majority of cases is the outcome of their emotional instability and
malad just went.
Table VI further indicates various additional facilities used by the
Courts in Ohio in the treatment of venereal disease. Since desirable
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local facilities are lacking in a groat number of counties and ar«
ineffectual in others the judges have no choice but that of using the
Girls' Industrial School,
It is encouraging to note that increased attention is being f,iven
to this need for adequate local treatment of venereal diseases and that
in many counties, the local Departments of Health are supplying the
necessary medical care«
The large number of girls indicating thjrroid trouble—36 (14,15S)—
is ejd:reroely significant as this derangement may lead to emotional in-
stability, excitability, and fatigue, all of which may well aggravate a
girl's latent delinquency, making it become manifest.
The majority of health factors presented in Table V, page 20, in-
dicate the lack of sufficient physical and medical attention supplied to
the girls under study. While the majority of items '^ould probably
.parallel physical disorders in any comparable group, from a low economic
level, it is believed by the student that the presence of venereal disease.
EE
15 Bums, op. cit,, p. 33

thyroid difficulty, and pregnancy may be considered as contributing
factore leading to coninitment to the Girls' Industrial School,
TABL3 Vn
SCHOOL STATUS OF GIRLS
Grade No. of Per Cent
Coii5)leted Girls
Ungraded 6 2,S
4th 14 5,6
5th 14 5,5
ttth 35 13,8
7th 56 21,7
8th 65 25,4
9th 27 10,5
10th 21 8.3
11th 9 3.5
12th 0 0.0
Unknoim 9 3,5
Total 256 100,0
School Status, In looking into the educational performance of the
girls, we note in Table VII that 184 (71,9^) httd reached grammar school;
57 (22,3^) had attained high school; and six (2.3^) were classified
as special or ungraded.
The high number of girls in the seventh and eighth grades is sig-
nificant in that the average age of the girls is fifteen years, six
months, while the age-grade scale of the Public Schools places children
of 12 years in the seventh grade, and of 13 years, in the eif^th grade.
This suggests that the girls are retarded several years.

TABLE VIII
SCHOOL RRTARDATION
No, of Grades No. of Per Cent
Fr.iled GirlB
None 116 45,4
One 78 30,4
Two 39 15,2
Three or more 23 9,0
Total 256 100,0
Table VIII, based upon data obtained from the court records and from
the Initial social interviews (see Appendix B), supports the abo-re con-
clusion in that it reveals that 140 (54,6^) failed one or more years,
TABLE IX
GRADES FAILKD BY GIPLS
Grade No, of Per Cent
Girls
One 29 11,3
Two 18 7.0
Three 36 14,1
Four 38 14.8
Five 43 16,8
Six 26 10.1
Seven 80 7,8
El^t 7 2.7
Nine 3 1.2
Ten g ,8
{
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Table DC indicates the grades in irtiich the Rirls failed. Hero we
notice the peak to be the 5th grade, the one wiiich 43 (16,8^) of the girls
failed* Asauming that a number of these gi rls were several years re-
tarded, they would still fall in the adolescent period, at which age we
can expect a decrease in school interest and achievement* The stress
and emotional upheaval attendant to adolescence, however, is not advanced
as the sole reason for the high percentage of failure, as it is known
that even making every allowance for the great mobility of the families
of our delinquents, these girls are considerably more retarded than the
general school population* The source material unfortunately lacks the
I, Q, in the majority of cases, making it difficult to draw any definite
conclusions. This high percentage may be considered due to mental
deficiency, economic situation, physical disability, strains of adolesconc
and other factors*
In the light of the above fif^ures relating to the girls* failure
and retardation, is one to conclude that school maladjustment is a con-
tributing factor leading to commitment to the Girls* luduatrial School?
Much criticism has been directed toward the school in recant years holding
it to be responsible for juvenile delinquency. The writer believes that
while the school has a tremendous opportunity to study the total person-
alities of children in their total environment and to play a big part
in the reconstruction of their maladjustments, it should not be held
wholly accountable for their delinquency*
The child's personality may have been warped in his
early years. His revolt against school authority
and discipline may be an indication of some deep-
seated difficulty which has its roots in his past
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or in hie home enviromnent^ It may be the danger
signal presagine laore sorioua conflict with all
authority in the future, • .
Many manifestations of school maladjustment may be largely sympto-
matic, resulting from deep and underlying causes reaching back to infancy
and early childhood, and of which the child and educator may be Wholly
unconscious*
Although acceding to the view that the school should not be held
solely responsible for ohildrens' maladjustments the valuable contribu-
tion, they can make is certainly not to be minimized. By offering a
teaching staff possessing insight and social vision, individualized
planned programs, educational and vocational guidance, skilled counselors
and clinical service whenever possible, the schools can indeed become
a strong supportive agency in the prevention and treatment of delinquency.
The school must not lose sight of the fact
that many problems may be attributable to unwhole-
soii» teachsr exaiiq)le and method of Interpreting
and handling pupil maladjustments. No child wants
to be a failure nor will he be a failure if we suffi-
ciently understand his limitations and individuHlize
his program to show him off to advantage,
16 U,S. Chlldrens' Bureau: Tacts about Juvenile Delinquency,
Publication No. 215. (Govemmant Printing Office, 1935), p. 16.
17 Howard and Patry, op. cit.. p. 272.
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TABLK X
HOME AND DOMESTIC INTEI^BSTS
Interests No. of
Girls
Per Cent
Likes ?/\i8ic S48 96.9
Reads Newspapers 838 93.0
Beads Magazines £35 9S.8
Beads Books 210 82.0
Likes Dramatics S06 80.1
Uses Library 193 75.4
Dances 166 64.8
Attends Museums 145 56.6
Sings in Choir 137 53.5
Has Literary Interests 129 50,4
Wns member of a club 103 40.2
Likes sports 103 40.2
Plays a Musical Instrument 54 21.1
Does Handwork 44 17,2
Home and Domestic Interests. In giving attention to Table X,
it is apparent that the majority of girls, upon being questioned by the
Worker (Appendix B, Initial Interview) gave affirmative answers concern-
ing the first six items, revealing a tendency toward self-commendation
and a desire to gain approval from the interviewer. They are, therafore,
insignificant as regards any scientific consideration in our study.
The number, 166 (64.8%), indicated as liking dancing may be considered
as a normal percentage for girls between the ages of 10 and 18,
The one outstanding and important item, if truly answered, is tha
unbelievably large number, 137 (53.5%) that sang in a choir. It is
highly probable that the girls utilized such an opportunity to express

their emotion through this harmless and socially acceptable channel.
It may also well be concluded that singing in a choir afforded oppor-
tunity for a certain kind of exhibitionism *ich lilcewise served as a
release for the cirls* pleasure impulses.
TABLE XI
AMBITION EXPRESSED BY GIBLS
AT TIME OF COM'ITMENT
Ambition First Per Cent
Choice
Beturn home 48 18.0
Be a good girl 17 6.6
Get married 24 9.4
Do housework 30 11.7
Be a nurse 10 3.9
Be a stenographer 14 5.5
Be a teacher 11 4.3
Be a singer 6 2.3
Care for children 1 0.4
Be a beautician 4 1.6
Be a missionary 3 1*2
Underterrained 82 32.0
Uiscellaneoua 8 3.1
Total 256 100.0
Ambition. Do girl delinquents have any ambition, any goal in
life? Table XI reveals soiob of the immediate and ultimate goals ex-
pressed by a great number of the girls upon their admission to the Girla
Industrial School, It is understandable that the first and only aim
of many, 46 (18.0^), was to return home; they were homesick and be-
wildered upon their arrival in a larre and strange institution. The

aocond item, "to be a good girl," was associated with the first, being
viewed as the way to gain the privilege of returning home. The more
mature offender, it may be observed, expressed ultimate goals as
marriage, nursing, teaching^ stenographic work and others.
It is interesting to note that 88 ( 32,0^) did not verbalize any
desires, hopes, or ains for the future. Included in this group were
the feebleminded who lacked a definite idea of an objective or useful
vocation in life. Others, although not mentally deficient, were too
immature and irresponsible to do any purposeful planning.
TABLE XII
RSLIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF GIRLS
Religious Affiliation No, of
Girls
Per Cent
Uethodist 47 18.4
Catholic 36 14,1
Baptist 36 14,1
Presbyterian 22 8.5
Church of God 10 3.9
Lutheran 7 2.7
Episcopalian 3 1.2
Other 67 26.2
Unknown or none 28 10.9
Total 256 100.0
Religious Affiliation. What are the religious affiliations of
the girls? Table XII shows Protestants to be preponderant^ comprising
48.85^ of the total; 14.1^ are Catholic; 26.2^ are unclassified; and 10.9^
have no church affiliation.
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The total church inemborahlp in Ohio in 1936 was H,934, 248. The
18
population in the same year was 6,713,000. The church roeraberahip
therefore accounted for 43, 7^^ of the total population. Table XII
shows a total of approximately 86^ of the 256 girls as belonging to some
religious group. Assuming that the 67 girls (or 26.2^) whose religion
is unclassified as "other" were regarded as actually having no re-
ligious affiliation, the aggregate of these two classifications (namely,
37,1^) would still leave about 63^ of the group as definitely belonging
to one of the seven religious dencninations named in Table XII,
If one is to avoid the serious implication that association with a
religious body, assuming that these girls experienced some church
attendance, was disastrous to character, one is^ forced to the arbitrary
conclusion that a large percent'. ge of the girls claimed a reliirious
affiliation as a matter of expediency.
But, since this conclusion is admittedly arbitrary and since it is
generally recognized that religion is a factor in social behavior,
the writer invites examination of the figures as presented in Table
XIII.
18 U. S. Bureau of the Census: Religious Bodies, 1936» Volume
I, pp. 265-268.

TABLE XIII
RSLIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS OF CIRLS
AND OF OHIO POPULATION
(Percentages)
Affiliations Cxirls Population of
Ohio
No affiliation
Protestant
Catholic
Unclassified
10.9
48,8
14,1
26.8
56,2
16.8
15,7
11.3
Total 100.0 100.0
These figures show that the percentage of the Catholic girls com-
pares very closely to the percentage of Catholics in the Ohio population.
This would indicate a moderate, but nevarthless a definite benefit from
religious teaching and association. Since the Catholic figures are not
inconsistent with probability, the figures for this group aiay be dis-
missed as having no important significance.
One is now faced with the situation wherein six named protestant
religions with a total membership of 1,123,915, equivalent to 16.7% of
the population In Ohio, are charged with having contributed 48,85t of the
256 girls. The defense for these religious ©roups is the probability
that the evidence is invalid. The non-Cathollc girls, upon being asked
as to their religion, usually reply, •Protestant," When further
questioned as to which denomination, they are compelled to improvise a
quick reply. They then name the denomination with which they are most
familiar. This explanation, *ille sounding suspicious of improvisation.

is in fact the sound and true explanation of the apparent diacrepnncy.
The absence of any correlation between the per cent of girls claim-
ing the respective religions, even while recognizing that their state-
ment doe an* t necessarily me«n being a member, and the total membership
in that religion in Ohio makes it necessary to treat the table as the
product of imagination and expediency. For example, there are 10 girls
19
listed as beloriging to the Church of God, which the census shows to
have only 1741 members, whereas there are only seven listed as Lutherans,
a body with a membership of 249,004, This is only one of the glaring
inconsistencies which condemn the value of the entire table of religious
denomination, with the exception of the part referring to Catholics*
The only value of the table lies in the proof that these girls
regarded it as moie desirable to belong to a religion than otherwise,
and were, therefore, willing to indicate some affiliation even though
such information was given through expediency.
19 U, S. Bureau of the Census: Religious Bodies, 1936,
Volume I, p, 265,
I
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TABLE XIV
SMPUJYMEIJT STATUS OF GIRLS
Status No. of Per Cent
Qlrle
Btaployed
Housework 69 27,0
Care of children 18 7,0
Prostitution 8 3,1
Clerk 6 2,3
Waitress 6 2,3
Total 107 41,7
Unen5)loyed* 149 58.3
Total 256 100.0
* All except 11 of this number wero still attending school,
Bnployment Status, Although the average age of the girls is
fifteen years and six months, we find that many of them had already
been gainfully employed. Table XIV indicates that 107 (41,7^) were
employed prior to or at the time of commitment. As so many of the girls
left school when they were still very young, it would seem that they
were wholly unprepared to earn a livelihood.
Lack of adequate training in addition to school retardation of
many in the wo iking group, left a very narrow range of occupations
available to the girls. It will be seen that 69 (27,0%) were engaged
in housework ^ich required little or no special training; 18 (7,0%)
were employed as mother' s helpers or nurse-maids. This service was
likewise geared to a vary simple level. Sight (3,1%) were serving in
houses of prostitution, which, of course, constituted an immediate
factor in their commitment. Six (2.3%) were hired as clerks in dine
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Btores and small town stores, while six (2,35^) were employed as
waitresses in restaurants akin to beer parlors.
The fact that 107 (41,79t), nearly one half of the total number of
girls under study, were employed away fran home and subject to varied
unwholesome influences and temptations, is of significance in our con-
sideration of provocating factors leading to the girl* s maladjustment.
How steadily did these girls work? The court histories reveal that
a large proportion were only faily regular, or irregular workers, end that
their work habits were "poor* or at best, only "fair," Their employment
was often interrupted by drinking, staying out late at night, immorality,
stealing from the employer, and like offenses,
TABLS XV
PREVIOUS INSTITUTIONAL AIJD PLACEMENT
RECORD OF GIRLS
Type of Placement No. of Per Cent
Girls
Detention Homes 86 33,6
Children's Homes 31 12,2
Probation homes or schools 87 10,5
Boarding homes 24 9,4
Bureau of Juvenile Research 17 6,6
Wage homes IS 5,1
Foster homes IS 4,6
Others 9 3,5
Total 219 85,5
Previous Institutional and Placement Record, In Table XV, we have
a picture of the amazing number of girls, 219 (85,5^), who were removed
from their homes at one time or another prior to their coranitment.
—
I
While it is true that 86 ( 33,6?J) were placed in detention homes,
presumably following their apprehension, a sizable number, 133 (51,9^),
have a record of institutional, wage, and foster hone plao iment.
While recognizing the need and appreciating the positive values
of placement in certain special cases, the student is of the firm
opinion that removing a child from his own home, no matter how inadequate,
should be done with extreme caution aiid only after very careful considera-
tion. Clothier in a study on replacement states:
Case records show direct connection between frequent
replacement of young children and growth of asocial behavior
and problems of delinquency and neurosis. Problems grow in
direct proportion to the number of times the child is up-
rooted and forced to adjust to new foster-parents*
A most startling factor in the above Table is the small number of
girls that benefited by the services of the Bureau of Juvenile Besearch,
Only 17 out of 256 girls ccranitted to the Girls' Industrial School
were first sent to "ttiis state facility for observation, study, and
diagnosis, (See Casos II, VI and X in Chapter IV). This, in the
opinion of the writer, is one of the key factors of our entire study.
20 Florence Clothier, "The Problem of Frequent Fteplncernent of tbe
Young Dependent Child," Mental Hygiene
.
21: 549-558, October 1937,

TABLE XVI
COURT HisTony or oihls
No. of Court
Appearances
No, of
Cases
Per Cent
One
Two
Thre«
Four or more
83
89
42
42
32.4
34.8
16.4
16^4
Total 256 100.0
Court ITistory. To what extant were the girls under study sub-
ject to the aut'.ority and supervision of the court prior to commitment?
It will be seen in Table XVI that 83 (32.4^) had only one contact with
the Court prior to conmitment, leaving us to conclude that many were not
given theproverblal second chance but were committed after their first
apprehension. In rural conmunities where the juvenile courts are in-
adequately staffed and probation facilities are lacking, the Judge
ofttimss yields to this procedure. Since a number of the 83 girls are
from the same geographical area, this conclusion does not necessarily
point to unifom low standards of court supervision throughout the
state. This is substantiated by the fact that the remaining number,
173 (67,6^), were before the court two or more times, indicating re-
peated efforts on the part of the court to work out the girl's adjust-
ment locally before making the case official and committing the
Juvenile to the State Industrial School,

TABLE XVII
CONTACTS RETWSffll QIRLS AND COUPT OFFICERS
PBIOR TO COMITMIINT
Number of With Per With
Contacts Judge Cent Probation Per Cent
Officer
None 31 12.1 36 14.8
One 123 48.0 58 22.8
Two 52 20.3 56 21,9
Three 31 12.1 37 14.5
Four 4 1.6 9 3.5
Five 1 0.4 8 3.2
Six 5 2.0 42 16.4
Unknown 9 3.5 9 3.5
256 100.0 2b6 100.0
In further support of this policy, Table XVII in-
dicates that only 31 (12,1^) had no contact with the Judge, while 216
(84.4^) were soon and advised by the Judge from one to as many as six
times. These figures closely paraellel the number of contacts between
the Probation Officer and the offender, leaving one to conclude that
while there is yet room for improvement in the juvenile court services
in various sections of the state, there is a definite tendency on the
part of the majority of the courts to follow socialized procedures rather
than traditional legal methods in the handling of juveniles.
It would be unjust and unreasoaable to base the success
of the courts upon the findings of advanced cases cwiimitted to the Girls*
Industrial School. Judge Harry L. Eastman of the Cuyahoga County
Juvenile Court, Cleveland, states:

The offectivoness of the juvenile court should be
appraised neither on the basis of its successes nor solely
by its failures, Unf ortunntely, the tendency up to the
present has been to use the latter standard. Practically
all delinqency studies have been based upon highly selected
groups chosen fron correctional or penal institutions as
examples of extreme pathology. The results of such studies
may holp to explain the failure of juvenile court procedures
in such difficult cases but considered alone they give a
misleading and discouraging view of the situation. There is
another side of the picture, equally true and equally im-
portant, but up to the present sadly neglected—the success-
ful results of the juvenile court treatment. Neither of
these pictures alone would present a true description of the
courts, but both ghould be ccnsiciered together as the two sides
of the same coin.
As the courts become better organized for the study and treatment
of children—abolishing all traces of retribution, force, and punishment-r-
one may hope to replace our Industrial Schools with local Child Guidance
Clinics and well organized Training Schools. Local comnunities, if
adequately equipped with laboratory facilities and a competent staff,
can effectively take care of the great number of their delinquents.
Every child brought into the Juvenile Court should have the same con-
sideration, the same treatment by trained and professional experts as a
child in the hospital for the treatment of a disease or organic ailment.
The establishment of Child Guidance Clinics in close affiliation with the
court, the use of psychiatric services, the training and securing of
emotionally mature leadership, will be a definite step forward in the
study and reconstruction of youthful malad juslments.
81 Harry L. HJastman, The Juvenile Court Today (New York: The
National Probation Association, 1934) p. 12,

tablh: XVIII
RESlDliJ^CE OF GIRLS j\T THE TIME OF
COMMITTING OFFliUSB
Residence No. of Per Cent
GirLs
In parental home
Both parents 55 21,5
Mother and step-father 22 8,6
Father and step-mother 19 7,5
Mother only 33 12,8
Father only 18 7.0
Total 147 57.4
In other family home
Relative 26 10.1
Working or rooming out 19 7,5
Total 45 17,6
Elsewhere
With husband 3 1,2
Children's home 12 4,7
House of Prostitution 7 2,7
At a hotel 8 0,8
Other 23 9,0
Total 47 18,4
Unknown 17 6,6
Total 256 100,0
Residence at Time of Offense. Table XVIII needs but slight in-
terpretation. It reveals that only 147 girls (57.4^) were living in a
parental heme at the time of committing the offenses leading to their
apprehension. Out of this number, only 55 (21, 5^6) were living with both
parents, ^ile 92 (35,99&) had a step-parent or were living with only
one parent; 45 {17,6%) were living with relatives or rooming with other
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families, Mhile 47 (18,4^) were living in other designated locations.
The outstanding fact is that approximately only half of the entire
number of girls under study were residing with parents, and approaching
a normal home situation. This evidence undeniably supports the contention
that juveniles, when separated from nomal home ties and denied the love,
security, and emotional satisfactions appropriate to the stage of their
development, more quickly develop neurotic or asocial behavior in an
effort to solve their problems and make a satisfying adjustment,
TABLE XIX
OFFaJSSS AND PROBLSf^ 01' GIRLS
Offenses Listed in Per Listed in Per
Legal Record Cent Social Record Cent
Incorrigibility 136 53.1 139 54.3
Immorality 116 45,3 126 49.2
Running away 96 37.5 94 36.7
Immoral associations 83 32.4 89 34.8
Out late 67 26,2 103 40.2
Delinque ncj' S9 26.9 65 25.4
Truancy 62 24.2 72 28.1
Stealing 31 12,1 37 14.4
Drinking 31 12.1 35 13.6
Smoking 11 4,2 23 9.0
Disobedience 16 6.3 15 5.9
Lying 9 3.5 17 6.6
Swearing 6 2,4 8 3.1
Petty Larceny 4 1.6 6 2.4
Fighting 8 0.8 6 2.4
Venereal Disease 3 1.2 5 2.0
Shop lifting 8 0.8 4 1.6
Total 744 844
Offenses. In Table XIX are listed the offenses committed by the
girls urtxich led to their apprehension. The category, 'problems," is
I
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used by the writer to indicate those offenses mentioned in the social
record as apart from the same offenses officielly designated in the
legal document. The total number of offenses exceeds the number of
oomnitnents, as many of the girls were committed for several offenses.
It will be seen that problems of incorrigibility are in the
majority, while immorality, running away, and immoral associations are
next in frequency. Figures reported to the Children's Bureau by the
courts in the United States show that the moat usual charf^es in girls*
cases are "running away,* "ungovernable," and "sex offense," whereas
the charges of "stealing," and "acts of carelessness or mischief," appear
more often in boys' cases* The fact that girls present delinquency
problems different from those of boys is well known to the psychiatrist
who can interpret an individual's behavior in terms of his paycho-saxual
development.
The writer again prefers to regard the above listed offenses as
symptomatic behavior resulting from basic causes, the etiology of which
may not be known to those ^o apprehended the girl. She is of the opinion
that many comaitments are based upon symptoms manifested, rather than
upon a clear recognition of the underlying maladjustment,
Thoni reiterates the necessity of keeping constantly in mind that
it is the motive behind the conduct rather than the conduct itself that
really matters, and the motives are not always evidenced upon superficial
examination. One of the fundamental and best -known principles of modern
22 U.S. Children' s Bureau: Facta about Juvenile Delinquency
.
Publication 215, pp, 5-6,
23 Thorn, 0£, cit. . p, 64,
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psychology is that much conduct, social or asocial, is dominated by
motives that lie below the level of connciousness, Thom states:
Conduct is but a striving toward emotional satisfactions
—
a certain release of energy which, if pent up, leads to tension and
a general feeling of discomfort and which can be released by
activity, either physical or mental. There nay bo severnl ways
of attaining emotional satisfaction through activity. One boy
may satisfy his sense of power throuf;;h bullying, while another
would attain the same satisfaction through protecting. It happens
that one way is looked upon as bein^ asocial and undesirable
and is frowned upon by the group, while the other is approved and
applauded. We, therefore, try to eradicate one method and per-
petuate the other. *
Is it not obvious that the delinquent and asocial trends revealed in
the behavior patterns of the girls under study result from an effort on
their part to satisfy their emotional strivings? Incorrigibility indicates
a mental make-up that is characterized by a sense of resentraent of
authority, irresponsibility, cruelty, and pugnacity. Incorrigible girls
are invariably unstable emotionally, nnd with their sudden changes in
mood and conduct, are very difficult Individuals to handle. Of in-
corrigibility, Thom states:
Most of this type of behavior can be modified to the
advantage of all concerned as soon as the conduct is thought
of as a symptom which has its basis tn an unsatisfactory ad-
justment between the child and his environment. The rebellious,
delinquent, poorly adjusted child is invariably an unhappy
child. 25
Regarding the 136 (53,1^) girls who were cocmitted for in-
corrif^ibility '*a8 poorly adjusted and unhappy girls," we are led to ask
the question, Who and what were responsible for their condition? The
second offense in frequency, iiaaornlity, requires very little ccnment,
24 Thom, op
.
cit. ,p. 64.
25 Thom. op,cit,,p, 71,

as this form of maladjustiaent is well knom to those dealing with adolea-
oentsa Again quoting our well-known authority, Thorn:
In the end the sex behavior of the adolescent boy and
girl is determined to a large extent by their whole adjust-
ment to life. If their relationships with their parents and
their friends are satisfactory and happy, and they have ade-
quate outlets for their various energies and interests, they
are likely to meet their maturing sex drives adequately. It
is the emotionally starved boy or girl or the adolescent with-
out (idequate interests who is most likely to plunge into ex-
perimentation with sex for the sstisffliction which he has failed
to find in ways more in keeping with his stage of development.^
As with incorrigibility and immorality, so may all offenses and
asocial conduct be shown to be motivated by some inner force. Some en-
vironmental factor may be the precipitating cause or certain inadequacies
and handicaps of the girl herself may have made it difficult for her to
make an acceptable social adjustment. Illness, mental inadequacy,
physicad handicaps—are all particular obstacles which certain individuals
have to overcome before they can adjust to life successfully. These
factors are revealed and discussed in the following chapter, relative to
the family background of the girl under study.
26 Thorn, op . cit . , p, 2o.

Conclusion
The significant factors revealed in the foregoing pages include
physical and mental handicaps, early uprooting and breaking of family
ties, limited educational achievement, unsatisfactory occupational ad-
justments, inadequate home interests and recreation, limited religious
training, early and unwise marriage, inadequate home supervision, early
manifest fitions of asocial traits of chnracter and pattern a of dissocial
behavior.
In the lltsht of the personal defects and characteristics of the
girla^ as presented in this chapter, the responsibility of society for
their rehabilitation is clear-cut and inescapable. Sup/^rficial pallia-
tion and treating merely the ajmiptoBs will not eradicate the degree of
social pathology indicated. Trained and mature leadership, adequate
laboratory and treatment facilities, and skilled clinicians are
essential in an effective program for preventing and reconstructing the
maladjustments of juveniles.

Chapter III
Family Background
Realizing the importance of the total environment in the study and
understanding of the youthful offender, attention is now given to the
family background and to an analysis of the soil in vhich the girls
were raised. The present chapter is devoted to an examination of the
family background of the girls, including such factors as: nativity,
nationality, religion, occupation, marital status, broken and dis-
organized homes, moral standards, and court records.
TABLE XX
NATIVITY OF ^^AEISNTS
Nativity Fathers Per Mothers Per Total Per
Cent Cent Parents Cent
Native-Bom
Ohio 99 38,7 112 43.7 211 41.2
Other U.S. 102 201 39.8 100 39.1 202 39,5
Total 78.5 212 82,8 413 80,7
Foreign-Bom 38 14.9 30 11.7 68 13.2
Unknown 17 6.6 14 5,5 31 6,0
Total 256 100.0 256 100.0 256 100.0
Nativity. Detailed discussion has already been presented in the
preceding chapter (see Table III, pages 17 and 18) relative to the parent-
child nativity. The figures in Table III, built upon nativity in re-
lationship to the girls, while approximating thoaa in Table XX, are
not identical, inasmuch as the figures in Table XX are based upon
I
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nativity in relationship to the parents. It will be remembered that
in many Instances there were several girls from the same family, which
circumstance affects the figures in the paront-child nativity.
In Table XX, we find thot 80,7^ of the parents were mative-born.
About one-half of this number (41,2^) wero born in Ohio, while the remaining
number (39,59b) were bom in other States in the Union, Toreign-bom par-
ents constitute 13,2^, indicating a high excess of normal expectancy.
T© reiterate, this difference again suggests the clash of cultures and
the conflict of standards between foreign-bom parents and native-born
children, A number of the parents had been in America too short a time
to achieve an adequate adaptation to new work ideals and customs.
TABLE XXI
NATIONALITY OF PABENTS
Nationality Mothers Per Fathers Per Total Per
Cent Cent Parents Cent
Native White 164 64,1 151 59,1 315 61.6
Native negro 47 18.3 49 19,1 96 18,8
Czec ho slovaki an 7 2.7 7 2,7 14 2,7
pelish 4 1.6 7 2,7 11 2,1
Italian 4 1.6 7 2.7 11 2,1
Hungarl an 6 2,3 5 2,0 11 2,1
Bngliah 2 0.8 7 2.7 9 1.7
German 4 1.6 2 0.8 6 1,2
Austrian 1 0.4 2 0.8 S 0,6
Greek 1 0,4 1 0.4 8 0.4
American Indian 1 0,4 1 0.4 S 0,4
Scotch 1 0,4 0 1 0,2
Unascertained 14 5,4 17 6,6 31 6.1
Total 856 100,0 256 100.0 512 100.0
Nr tionality. In Table XXI, we note the nationalities represented

in the parental group. The per cent (2,7^) of Czechoslovakian slightly
exceeds that of any other group, while the per cent of Polish, Italian,
and Hungarian is the same, namely, 2,1^, The figures pertaining to the
different nationalities are not regarded as especially significant as
regards any scientific considerations in our study.
TABL3 XXII
LITERACY OF PAPSRTS
Literacy Fathers Per Mothers per Total per
Cent Cent Cent
Literate 186 72,6 199 77.7 385 75.1
Illiterate 87 10.6 SB 11.0 55 10.4
Unknown 43 16.8 29 11.3 72 14.0
Total 256 100.0 256 100.0 512 100.0
Table XXII based upon data in the court records reveals that of the
256 sets of parents in which this factor was ascertainable, 27 fathers
(10*6^) and 28 nothers (11.0^) were illiterate. In the general native
white Ohio population^ in 1937, there was an illiteracy rate of only 0.7^,
a much lower incidence than that found among the parents of the girls,
namely, 10.4^ of the entire 2
2
The statistics relative to illiteracy in Ohio in 1937 fvirther show
6.4^ of the Negro population and 11,6^ of the foreign-born vrtiite popula-
tion to be illiterate, making a total of 28.0?t of illiteracy to be found
among these two groups.
1 The WorldAlmanac. 1937, p. 556.
8 Ibid

The above figures present a striking coincidence with the number of
girla in the group born of colored and foreign-born white parents. Table
III (page 17) shows that 18, 5^^ of the girls were offsprings of colored
parents, urtiile 16,0% were offsprings of foreign-bom white parents, mak-
ing a total of 27.6^ of colored and foreign-bom white racial composition.
In the light of such a startling correlation one iiaay aafely assume that
the colored and foreign-born fAiite population contributed a large per
cent of the illiteracy found aTaong the parents of the girls.
T.'IBLE XXIII
BELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS OY PAR13NTS
Affiliation Fathers Per Mothers Per Total per Cent
Cent Cent
Protestant 214 83,5 210 82,0 424 82,8
Catholic 36 14.1 40 15,6 76 14,8
Other 6 2,4 6 2,4 18 2.4
Total 256 100,0 256 100,0 512 100,0
Religion, The above table. No, XXIII, shows a great preponderance
of Protestant affiliations, namely, 82,8?t of the total 256 sets of
parents considered. Of the remaining number, 14,856 Were affiliated with
the Catholic faith, while the reraaining number, 2,4^, were unclassified
or unknown. By comparing the above figures witti the religious dis-
tribution in the gensral Ohio population (See Table XIII, page 31) a
close correlation between the Catholic percentages Is apparent; we find,
namely, 15,75t of Catholic affiliation In the Ohio population, as compared

with 14,8^ of Catholic affiliatione of the parents of our glrla. The
writer has already discussed at some length the high excess of Protestant
affiliations (see pa^es 31 and 32), There is no reason to believe that
the situation is any different with the parents,
TABLB XXIV
SMPLOYMSNT STATUS IN TH3 HDME
Kmployment Status Fathers Per Mothers Per
Cent Cent
Employed 199 77,7 56 21.5
Unemployed 36 14,8 189 73.8
Unknown 19 7.5 12 4.7
Total 256 100.0 256 100.0
In 25 of the above cases^ both parents from the same family were employed
gmployment and Economic Status. Of the 256 homes represented in the
study, it is noted in Table XXIV that in 199 homes (77.75t) the fathers
(or step-fathers) were employed. In 55 oases (2l,5?J), the mothers were
employed. In 25 of the above cases (9.79&), both parents f roci the same
family were working.
In 38 homes (14,8^), the father was unemployed while in 189 homes
(73,8^), the mothers were not employed. In 19 cases of fathers (7,5^)
and 12 oases of mothers (4,7^) the employnent status was unascertainable.

TABLE XXV
BCONO^ac status of parsnts
Sconoinic Status No, of P9P
Cases Cent
Economically independent 87 34,0
Partially dependent 55 21,5
Wholly dependent 80 31,2
Unknown 34 13.3
Total 856 100,0
Despite the encouraging number of parents that were employed, one
discovers in Table XXV that in a groat niunber of cases the family income
had to be supplemented with funds from either public or private re-
sources. In only 87 homes (34,0%) was the family considered economically
independent. In 55 homes (2l,5fS) the family was partially dependent on
outside aid, and in 80 cases (31,85^) the families were ;«holly dependent.
While the above factors in tha goneral Ohio population for the year 1936
are not available as a basis for comparison, it will be remembered that
public relief and the rate of unemployment ran to a very high peak during
that period.

TABL3 XX7I
PPOPBRTY STATUS OF PAEENTS
Property Status No. of Per Cent
Cases
Renting property 176 68.7
Own property 48 16.4
Buying property 4 1.6
None or unknown 34 13.3
Total 256 100.0
TABLB XXVII
MODSRTJ CONVSNIENCES
AVAILABLI? TO PARENTS
Conveniences No. of per Cent
Cases
Electricity 133 52.0
Gas 120 46.9
Gas and electricity 102 39.8
Coal-oil 73 28.5
Radio 113 44.1
Automobi le 67 26.2
22 of these were receiving relief.
The economic picture of the families of the girls is further re-
vealed in Tables XXVI and XXVII i^ich indicate the property status and
the use of modern conveniences in the households.
It is significant to note that in only 42 cases (16.4^) did the
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parents own their homes. The hi^ number, 176 ( 68,7^), renting property
suf^gests the great mobility to be found among the families of the girls*
Although living on a low economic level, the majority of the
families had access to a number of modern conveniences* It will be
noted, however, that In 73 homes (28*5^), coal-oil was used to furnish
light or heat* This was found in the mining areas and the more remote
farming sections.
Recent studies of juvenile delinquency bring out the fact of a
hi^ correlation between the economic dependency of families and the
delinquency of children*
Shaw and McKay write:
There is a marked similarity in the variation of
rates of family dependency and rates of juvenile de-
linquents, since for each decrease in rates of dependency
there is a corresponding decrease in rates of delinquency
for each of the three series of delinquents. The coefficient
of correlation between these rates of dependency and the
rates of delinquents in the 1917-23 juvenile court ssries
is 0*74 - 0*03,^
The excerpts given below (taken from life-stories written by the
girls) further depict the economic status in sane of the homes*
My father went away and left my mother with
five children. She kept us as long as possible and
did her best to keep us. The trustees of*.., gave us
^3,00 a week to live on and we could not make it*
(White, aged 16)
I didn't go to school every day because I didn't
have any gfaoes or dresses* (White, aged 14)
We had one room, a light-housekeeping room. 7/e
got our food on relief and I had to buy everything I
needed on |6*00 a month. (\?hite, aged 17)
3 C*R. Shaw end H. D. McKay, National Commission on Law Observance
and Enforcement, Social Factors in Juvenile Delinquency
.
Report on the
Bausas of CrimBf 11. pp.' 76-77,
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My father did not havo rauch work and we did not
have the right kind of food to eat, (White, aged 16)
In an address on Child Welfare Standards at the National Conference of
Social Work in 1919, Julia C. Lathrop, first Chief of the Children's
Bureau, said:
Children are not safe and happy if their parents are
miserable, and parents must be nisernble if they cannot
protect a hone against poverty. Let us not deceive our-
selves. The power to maintain a decent family standard is
the primary essential of child welfare. This neans a
living wage and wholesome working hours for the man, a good
and skillful mother at home to keep the house, and comfort
for all within it. Society can afford no less and can
afford no exceptions. This is a universal need,
TABLB XXVIII
SI2E OF FAMILIES
Number of Number of Per Cent
Children Cases
One 21 8.2
Two 86 10.8
Three 39 15,1
Four 22 8,6
Five 30 11,7
Six 37 14,5
Seven 21 8.2
Eight
*
Nine 12 4,7
Ten 82 8,6
Unknown 3 1,2
Total 256 100,0
Mean number per family 5,5
31ze of Families, Another factor of imnortance in the consideration
4 Julia Lathrop, Child Welfare Standards a Test of Democracy
(Proceedings of the National Conference of Social Work, 1919) p, 7.
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of the family background is the number of children in the fainily. Table
XXVIII shows thnt in only 81 (8,2^) do wo find one child (our girl). In
26 (10,8^) of the families, thsre woro two children; in 39 (15,1%), three;
In 52 (20,3^), four or five; in 58 (22,7%), six or seven; in 45 (13.7%),
eight or nine; and in 22 (8.6%), 10 or more children. The mean number of
children in the families under study was 5,5.
5
The census figures for Ohio for 1930 indicate that the mean number
of children per family in Ohio was 3,28. The girls nre thus shown to
coma from families considerably larger than the average Ohio family.
This factor cannot be rejected in regarding the composition of the
fanilies and in our efforts to interpret the total personalities and
needs of the girl offenders in the light of their total environment.
TABLE XXDC
I^ARTTAL RBCORD OF PJflRSNTS
No, of Times Fathers Per Mothers Per
Marri ed Cent C on
t
One 165 64.4 1S7 61,4
Two 61 23,8 66 25.8
Three or more 9 3.6 17 6.6
Unmarried or 21 8.2 16 6,2
undetemlned ^ '—
Total 256 100,0 856 100,0
Marital Record, It is interesting to note the instability of many
of the parents of our girls as evidenced by the figures in Table XXIX,
5 Fifteenth Census of the U. S. Volume VI, p, 37.
1
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In 165 08888 (64,4^) of fathers, and 157 cases (61,4^) of mothers, was
there only one marriage. In 61 cases (23,8^) of fathers, and 66 cases
(25.8^) of mothers, were there two marriages, md in nine cases (3.6^)
of fathers and 17 cases (6,6^) of mothers, there were three or more
marriages*
These figures suggest a casual aid irresponsible entry upon
matrimony which fails to lead to enduring and desirable marriages.
TABLE XXX
PARKirTAL RELATIONSHIPS
Status of Parents Number per Cent
of Cases
Living together 86 33.2
Death of one or both parents 97 37.9
Separation of parents 18 5.1
Divorce of parents 41 16.0
Desertion by father 17 6.6
Desertion by mother 8 0.8
Desertion by both parents 1 0.4
Total 256 100.0
13 had both parents dead.
Recent Studies have noted the high proportion of homes broken by
death, desertion, separation, or divorce of parents among families of
delinquents. The figures in Table XXX support these findings. It will
be seen that in only 85 cases (33,2^) were the parents living together.
6 See, for example, 15. J. Cooley, Probation and Delinquency
(New York, Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Nev? York, 1927), pp. 87
et 8e(^.: Shaw and McKay, op.clt., pp. 262 et se(^.

In 97 instances (37, 955) the home was broken by the death of one or both
parents, vrtiile in 13 cases (5.1^) the hone was broken by separation. In
a large number of homes, 41 (16,0^), the home was broken by divorce.
Desertion, by the father in 17 cases (6,655), by the mother in two cases
(0,8^), and by both parents in one case (0,4^) was responsibl.e for
breaking up the normal family pattern.
The proportion of broken homes is much hi^^her in the group of
7
families than in the general Ohio population in 1930, Census figures
reveal that 4,8^ were divorced as compared to 16.0^ in the study, while
4,8j5 were widowed as against 37,9^ indicated in the group.
With such a high incidence among the offenders, of households
broken by death, deseirtion, and divorce, we have little doubt that the
girls were exposed to an erosive and unwholesome home environment in
two thirds of the cases. There was undoubtedly undue friction and
quarreling among the parents, or indifference of one parent to the
other, creating an atmosphere of tension and discord.
Experts in child guidance are agreed in the destructive influence
that a disorganized end broken hone has upon the developioent of the
child. Aichorn states:
We found that the coses in our institution came almost
without exception from families where the home sitxietion was
disturbed, broken up or disharmonious, regardless of the
deeper unddrlying causes of their delinquency. It seems as
if the shocks which the individual receives from society are
endurable only when he finds a haven, which in our society
the family normally offers. Given such a haven, the expression
of his instincts are held within bounds acceptable to society.
When this is lacking, the equilibrium of these unstable in-
7 Fifteenth Census of the U. 5., Vol. II, p. 853
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divlduala is all the noro easily thrown out of balance.
These disturbances of equilibrium bring about lasting
effects which must be treated by social re-education when
they take the form of dissocial behavior.
^
g
Other authorities are of a like opinion, that broken or divided
homes sacrifice the child; that few children survive such a disruption
of normal environment without serious emotional strain which often
works out in some form of misbehavior.
We must conclude that hcsnes broken by the death, desertion, or
divorce of the parents, and homes in wMch lack of affection and
harmony between parents, and other serious emotional problems of
adults, make it impossible to satisfy the child's fundamental needs
for security and development are definite contributing factors in a
child' s maladjustement which may eventually lead to conanitinont to
the Girls' Industrial School,
8 Ai (Shorn, op. cit., PP« 154-156
9 Howard and ^^^atxy, op. oit«, p* 159
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Moral Standards . The moral standards and ccnduct of familios from
which the flrls came were found in many instances to be very inferior
and undesirable, as is revealed by the findings in Table 7XXI. It is
noted that 124 parents (48.4^) were immoral, and that 85 (33,2^) had
been arrested for some form of misbehavior. In addition to this evidence
of delinquency in the families of the gi'oup under study other undesirable
traits and behavior are found in the parents of the girls. In 24 cases
(9.^) the parents were quarrelsane; in 18 cases (6,3^) the parents were
shiftless and cruel; and in 35 cases (13,7%) the parents were regarded
as ignorant, degenerate, and feebleminded.
The following excerpts (taken from life stories of tl» girls) present
convincing testimony of the damaging influence of low moral standards
in the horns 8,
I»ve never had a very good home life. This summer my
mother sent me to,... my father. He put me in with the
wrong people. I went to work for a Mexican man who had two
children and no wife. Ha attacked me, I was taken to the
Detention Home, and later sent here, (V»hite, aged 15)
The reason I left home was that I didn't get all the
pleasures I wanted. Everything I would do around the
home my stepfather would have something to say about it...
Since my stepfather had my little step- sister Mary Jane,
he has different feelings toward me, (White, a^ed 15)
I was not happy at home. My sisters and brothers were
unkind to me. They often struck me and called me mimes,,,
I don't mind being down hero for I was very unhappy at home,
(White, aged IS)
My mother couldn't keep me because she was looking
for a Job so she said I should come here until she found
a Job, My father has money but he hates to spend it, I
think. Daddy does try to talk to us children sensibly
but yet he talks about mother, I thought he wns right until
I was old enough to know he was wrong. He said a lot of
things that was not right, (White, aged 13)

Dad was drinking and I thought I couldn't stand it,
so I ran away. (White, aged 14)
My stepfather was unkind. My mother took his part,
and didn't treat me like she c^ld before she married him.
They don't want me. They're glad I was brought here,
(White, Mexican-American, aged 13)
My grandfather always nagged. From the minute I
stopped into the house until I went out again he would
holler et me. This made me stay out all the more.
(White, aged 17)
My mother has never seened to understand me. She
made me quit school after the eighth grade. I wanted to
go on throu^ high school and make something out of my-
self, but my mother said that she only went to school
three years and that eight was plenty for me. ..If I could
only have gone to school I would never have gotten into
trouble, (White, aged 16)
I an here because I left home. I left because of a
man staying with my mother that I didn't like. (White,
aged 16)
My stepmother was nice to me until they was married.
Then she was not so nice, (White, aged 15)
The reason I am in here is because my mother was very
mean. She whipped me and did not half feed me. My mother
would use her money to buy (her beau) clothes. I
had to get clothes the best way I oculd. Once she hit me
in the eye and cut it with the end of the belt. She used
to tell me she was going to put me out and I didn't know
when I was going to be without a home. You know when a girl
really tries, there is nothing to do but give up, (Negro,
aged 14)
My father made it very unhappy at home for me, because
he drank an awful lot. ('.?hite, aged 13)
My father and I just didn't get along. Ee expected me
to stay in all the time and not get any recreation, (White,
aged 15)
I don' t think I should have been sent here. I think it
was my mother's fault. Why didn't they do something to her?
It was her fault that I didn't have the ri^t kind of a home
to stay in. (Negro, aged 16)
I
I did not wish to live with my mother or stepfather so
I told them to send me here. (White, aged 16)
My father stnrted running after women and was not feeding
us children like he should. (Negro, aged 17}
My people wera not good to me and I left home. My brother
hit my sister in the eyes and made them red. (Vfhite, aged 16)
I went to the court and asked them to help me at home.
My mother was leaving drunks lying around the house at night
and they hindered me with my lessons. . .Mother told me I could
stay at home if I kept my mouth shut about what went on,
(White, aged 17)
My mother is insane. She was in a hospital for about
eight months, lliy father usually let me do as I pleased,
(White, aged 12)
When I was seven years old my mother brought me to her
mother* s and we lived with her. My father had deserted us.
After about two years I was sent to my father* s aunt, wl-iere
I lived a year. The next five years I was sent here and there
with relatives and friends, ..My mother was living with some man
part of the time so I spent most of the time .vith Grandmother,
I feel closer to her than anyone else...There is really no
home for me to go to, (Vfhite, aged 15)
I needed a good mother more than anything else in the
whole world. .. Our housekeeper was always getting me in
trouble by telling things about rae that weren't true.
(White, aged 13)
My father let men ccrne to our house and have sex-relations
with me. (White, aged 15)
I am here because I couldn't get along with the woman my
father lives with, (vfhite, aged 17)
I have never seen my parents. I lived with my foster-
mother and she told me I would never amount to anything, I
guess I just grew up with that opinion in my head, (White,
aged 16)
A lot of people blamed my father but it was not his fault.
It Just happened that after Mother died I felt that I didn't
have much to live for, (White, aged 17)
My father was arrested for question of rape of his
daughter (meaning herself) and was sent meed a year in the
workhouse, (Negro, aged 15)

We were sent here because we did not have a good home
and our mother drank and didn't take the proper care of ue.
(Negro sisters, aged 13 and 10)
My mother died when I was five. I have had a miserable
childhood. My one sister turned me down. (White, aged 17)
My father left vAien I was two years old. My mother was
married three times. I never could get along with any of
my stepfathers. (White, aged 14)
Nothing ever happened to us children until after my
mother died. Then everything went wrong. Father would
come home late at night drunk and gat us out of bed and
beat us. (vmite, aged 17)
I ran away from home because my mother was going with a
fellow who drank and I did not like him. My father has been
dead for five years. (IThite, aged 15)
Dad won't take care of rae, and mother can't, (White,
aged 17)
In the light of the above eteteraents, it is not surprising tbat
Bishop once defined juvenile delinquency as adult inefficiency.
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Offenses of Eelatives, Table XXXII further reveals the pattern of
delinquency and misconduct in the families of the girls. The high propor-
tion (see Table bolow) of antisocial conduct among the members of the
family (excluding the girls) is indicated as follows: the offense of de-
linquency is cited in 53 instances, 37 of this number being committed by a
sister; fighting constitutes 43 offenses, 17 of which iiere committed by the
father; drunkeness comprises 31 offenses, 24 of which were committed by one
of the parents.
In the 25 offenses of stealing, we find that 19 were conmitted by a
brother. In the 23 offenses of iimorality, 16 were committed by the mother
and daughter. The father was guilty in 13 of the 16 cases of non-support.
In suimarizing, we find that 76 fathers, 45 mothers, 76 brothers, 54 sisters,
and 40 other close relatives—a total of 291~were guilty of committing
offenses leading to arrest,
TABLE XXXIII
NUMBER OF RELATIVRS
COJa^ITTING OFFENSSS
Number of Relatives Number of Per Cent
Having Court Record Girls
None 60 25,8
One 78 28,0
Two 44 17,8
Three 12 4,7
Four 9 3.5
Five 6 2,4
Unknown 47 18.4
Total 256 100,0

Table XXXIII gives a brief numerical picture of the relatives,
per girl, committing offenses. It is significant to note that in the
cases where this factor was known, only 66 girls (25,8^) had no family
record of arrests (except her own). In 72 cases (28,0^) only one
relative committed an offense; in 44 oases (17,29^), there were two; in
12 cases (4,7^) there were three; in nine cases (3,5^) there were four
and in six cases (2,4^) there were five relatives conmltting offenses.
These figures are undeniable evidence of the inferior and un-
desirable milieu in which the large numbers of girls were reared.
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Institutional Record of Relatives. In the above discussion relative
to Tables XXXII and XXXIII, was noted the high proportion of the cases
where there were offenses and antisocial conduct leading to arrest among
members of the family. Table XXXIV provides a rather clear picture as
to the disposition of such cases by the courts. In this table may be
seen the various local and state institutions to which delinquent and
defective relatives have bean comiaitted.
It may be noted that 45 relatives, El of whom were fathers, were
placed in jail; 28, all of whom were brothers, were committed to the
Boys' Industrial School; 87, 23 of whom wore sisters, were conimitted
to the Girls' Industrial School; 19, of wtiom 17 were brothers, were
conmitted to the Vansfield Reformatory; 18, of whom 11 were parents, were
committed to a Hospital for the Mentally 111; 18, of whom 11 were of
the immediate family, were coimiitted to the Institution for the Feeble-
minded; 12, eight of whom were fathers and brothers, were conmitted to
the Ohio Penitentiary; and 45, the majority of whom were fathers and
brothers, were placed in the County Home, Workhouse, and other local
facilities.
In sumroarizlng, it may be seen that 41 fathers, 28 mothers, 71
brothers, 35 sisters, and 37 other near relatives, a total of 212
persona were conmitted to a local or state institution. (122 of the 212
cases were conmitted to a State institution.)

TABLK XXXV
NDMBIEF OF RSLATIVSS HAVING
AN r^ITUTIONAL RECOPD
Number of Girls Per Cent
Belatlves
None 83 32,4
One 58 22.6
Two 92 12.5
Three 15 5,9
Four 5 2.0
Five 1 0.4
Six 8 0.8
Unknown 60 23.4
Total 256 100.0
Table XXXV gives a nunerical picture of the relatives, per girl,
committed to institutions. Of the number of cases where this factor was
ascertainable, it is noted that there are only 83 families (32.4^) having
no relatives (except our girl) ccxomitted to an institution. In 58 cases
(22,6^) it is noted that one relative was coianitted; in 32 cases (12.5^),
two; in 15 cases (5.9^), three; in five cases (2,0^^), four, in one case
(0,4^), five; and in two cases (0.8'), six relatives were conraitted to
institutions.
The above figures clearly reveal the delinquent and defective strains
in the configurations of the families of the group under study. In the
light of such revealing and startling findings, the question arises as
to whether society should encourage the preservation of such faulty and
defective groups.

The recent increase in the number of states requiring! physical
examinations of couples prior to laarriage is an encouraging step in this
direction*

CONCLUSION
The foregoing analysis pertaining to the family background of
the youthful girl offenders, indicates multiple and varied factors con-
tributing to their maladjustments.
Dependency or marginal economic condition, social inadequacy,
broken or poorly supervised homes, low moral standards, poor heredity
and family criminality appear to be significant threads in the family
patterns of the girls. From such an unfavorable biologic, social, and
economic background, do we wonder that the girls become maladjusted
and dissocial?
Should not the picture of such an unfortunate milieu from which
a high proportion of our youthful offenders come, challenge the school,
court, clinic, and other social agencies anew in their efforts to
eradicate the soil which produces such unpromising fruit?
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Chapter IV
Illustrative Cases
The statistical analysis of the material presented in the foregoing
chapters has indicated some significant conclusions. These findings fur-
nish the delineation of the general characteristics of the 856 offenders
as a group and offer a composite picture of the whole.
To gain a conception of the charactistics of the individual offender,
however, some Illustrative case stories of the cUfferont types of girls
committed to the Girls' Industrial School are presented. An analysis of
these individual case histories will reveal the issues and situations
running parallel in each case and which may be considered pertinent to
the aim of our research; namely, to establish the more comnon contributing
factors leading to commitments at the State Industrial School at Delaware,
Ohio.
The information in these case histories is a composite of data ob-
tained from the court findings, the initial social interview, the field
worker's reports, correspondence from interested social agencies, and the
like. They are not to be regarded as complete social histories, but rather
as condensations of the records submitted by the Court at the time of the
girls* commitments. The student has endeavored to preserve the original
style, content, and presentation as nuch as possible in order to reveal
the difference in the adequacy and type of material prepared by various
courts.
It will be remembered that there was no opportunity for the student
to make personal investigations or to observe the girls and their be-

havior in their total environment. There has been no attempt, therefore,
to present complete development factors, a prognosis, social analysis, or
plan of treatment in the following cases. These cases as summarized,
contain largely factual data obtained by the courts pertaining to the
girls and their background.
Names of persons and places have, of course, been disguised for
the purpose of eliminating all identifying data. The histories are
written as of the year ending June 30, 1936, in keeping with the emphasis
throu^out this study; namely, the status of the girls prior to and at the
time of their corainitment and not to the period spent in the Institution
or during placement.
Cases No. I and II are illustrative of younger offenders, while
cases No. Ill, VI and XII portray histories of older delinquents. Case
No. Ill is the history of an illegitimate girl. Case No, VIII is the
history of an adopted, unmarried pregnant girl, while case No, XII
pertains to a married girl. Cases No, III, IV, and V relate to girls
of foreign nationality. Cases No. II and XI are histories of native-
bom, colored offenders. Case No. IX is of an American Indian girl. Casep
No, X and XI are histories of girls with low mentality.

Case I. Dona Plttman
Chronolocical age: 13 years
Single—Protestant
Native white
—
parents native white
Offense: Delinquency and habitual truancy from school and from horos
Family: Father 40, ?/other 38, Brothers 18, 15, 14, 8, 6, 3,
One brother now at I/Mansfield for stealing. Two brothers
at B, I, S. for stealing. Sisters 12, 4, 4 moaths.
Dona, a small blonde pathetic-looking girl, with gray-blue eyes,
fair complexion, and a mop of heavy, shaggy hair was referred to the
court by the Big Sister Association in 1935. The family had been well
known to the court over a period of years and was also known to several
local social agencies, including the Relief Association. The oldest
son is now in Mansfield, The next two boys are in the B. I, S.
The father has a juvenile court record and a Police record, and has
served several terms in the city workhouse.
The parents have ten living ohildren. They are average, low in
mentality, with little ability to rise above their present circumstances
even if the opportunity were presented. The father, unemployed for a
number of years, has never adequately provided for his family. He has
been guilty of excessive drinking and assooiating with other women.
The mother, a large, overweight person burdened with too many children,
hp.s been suffering from aggravated female trouble. She requested a
sterilization operation during the past year.
The family occupy a five-room apartment in a frame double house in a
rather dilapidated condition. They have no modem conveniences, such
as water, gas, or light in the home. The furnishings consist of several
beds (uncomfortable and uncle an-1ook ing ) , a few rickety chairs, and a
kitchen stove. The windows are dirty, the blinds are torn, and there
are no curtains at any of the windows. Clothing is inadequate, what
little they have being provided througji various agencies. Their food
is also inadequate, failing to include the nourishing elements needed
by the children. The children are usually dirty. With no water or
bathing facilities and not enough clothes, it io impossible for the
mother to do uch more than take off the surface dirt. The children
have been affected with head lice.
Neither of the parents seems able to supervise their children
sufficiently. The father does not ussume his responsibility in the
disciplining of the family and the mother, itho has far too many
burdens and insufficient training in child care and home mjmagement,
is unable to cope with the situation. The home situation is well re-
flected in a remark made by Dona, •! liked the Dentention Home all
right. At least we had a clean bed, a place to wash, clean clothes,
and enough to eat,"

Dona* 8 specific delinquency was first officially reported by her
school teacher. Dona entered school at the age of six years. She
skipped 2a, but was retarded in 5B three times. She was promoted into
7B in June, 1935 with grades averaging as follows: 1 A, 7 B's, 3 C»8#
She was absent during the school term about one-third of the time. Dona
got along with the children and the teachers, her greatest difficulty
being not staying in school when she got there, She received A or B
in deportment, indicating that she was not a troublesome child in
school. She was inclined to be unthruthful, defiant and rather lazy.
She was reported to the Big Sisters early in 1935 for habitual
truancy. When the social worker visited Done at school, she presented
a most distressing picture. She was dirty, her hands werw rough and
cracked, her clothing was in a sad state of disrepair. She said that
her father beat her, that her mother did not have time to look after
her, and that she did not have sufficient clothing or school supplies.
Clothing and supplies were obtained for Dona and she was encouraged
to attend school more regularly.
Later, during the summer, Dona and her sister, a year younger,
were reported for being away from home for four nights, the family
having no idea of their whereabouts. Dona was picked up in a theatre
about 10:30 in the evening, and Mazie, her sister, was found wandering on
the streets in the early hours of the morning. During the time Dona and
her sister were truant from home, they obtained money from an old roan.
With this money, the girls frequented cheap downtown picture shows. Dona
bought a dress, a pair of very high heeled silver tap shoes, and some
food. She begged money to gain admittance into picture shows when she
did not have the price of admission. Neither girl has experienced any
unpleasant advances from man on the street, but are wise in natters of
sex far beyond their years. They were taken to the court. At the
hearing Dona was connitted to the Big Sisters Hone.
Dona presented no very special problem at the Big Sisters Home,
but it was quite evident that she was sophisticated far beyond her years,
as was shown by her conversation. She was supplied with clothing by her
once in her life she was clean and had plenty to eat. When school opened
in the fall D6na was enrolled in the 7B grade. She did not display much
enthusiasm or interest in her school work. She ran away from school
several times, was finally taken to the Deiiention Home and later returned
to the court for re-commitment.
The Big Sister agency gave the following sumnary about Dona: "Dona'j
chief trouble seems to be her resentment to confinement and sujiervision.
Never in her life has she been expected or required to perform certain
duties, or to stay in at night. She has grown up in the street and she
has become a street urchin. In spite of her veneer of hardness, there
is something pathetic and appealing about Dona. She has been so steeped
in cheap movies and vaudeville that to her life is Just a stage, upon
which she plays a 'make believe' part , She resents confinement of any
sort as any wild animal would, and she will make a break for freedom upon

the slightest bpportunity,"
The court caamitted Dona to the Girls* Industrial School with this
connent, "Inasiraich as Dona is a promising child and has a high I. Q,, we
feel that she will, if properly supervised, overcome her delinquent
tend encies."
Case II Lulu Jackson
Chronological a;re: 12 years, 4 months; Mental ar^e: tan years, 4 months
Single—Protestant
Native colored
—
parents native colored
Offense: Delinquency, stealing, fighting, incorrigibility, running away,
and pulling fire alarms
Family: Father 47, Mother 30 (divorced). Stepfather 27 (reared in a
correctional school in Indiana), Stepmother 47
Lulu is a well-developed, well-nourished colored girl 12 years of
age, with black kinky hair and brown eyes. In her better moods she has
a pleasant and appealing personality. This personality is of the tyije
which ingratiates itself temporarily and wins the favor of the person
with whom she comes in contact.
She was brought to the attention of the court in 1934 at the age of
11, with two other girls aged ten and 15, charged with snatching a purse
while standing in market selling shopping bags. After falling to sell
their bags, they decided to get money some other way. The mother,
when notified, stated that Lulu had stolen since she was a anall child.
Lulu was born and roared in a city. There was constant friction in
the home between her father and mother. The mother states that the father
refused to supply her with even the necessary food prior to Lulu's birth.
He fought and abused her constantly. The home was broken up a number of
times. Later, the couple returned to the mining section of \fest Virginia,
There was xmich difficulty regarding religious affairs. The father quarrel,
led and nagged about the church, and accused the mother of associating
with the ministers. After a great deal of difficulty, the mother left
him and secured a divorce in West Virginia. Lulu was left with her father
and, according to reports from the neighbors, the child was abused, locked
in the house alone, and was many times vithout food.
The mother was remarried in June, 1933, to Mr. Jones, aged S7, bom
in New Orleans. He was reared in a correctional institution in Indiana,
being committed there for "being bad and running away," He is now em-
ployed as a Junk dealer. He attends the Holiness Church and is the quiet,
sober type not addicted to the use of alcohol. He is a good husband and
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father, rery kind to Lulu and enjoys having her at home* Mr. and Urs,
Jones occupy a small double frame cottage in the railroad section*
The house is filthy » and there is practically' no furniture* There is
an accumulation of junk tooth in the yards and in all the rooms* This is
an extremely poor enTironment*
Lulu*s father was also remarried* The father and stepmother reside
in a fairly good residential neighboxhood. The stepmother has a fair
education and is ahle to read and vtite. She has two children by a former
marriEige* There has not been yery much congeniality in the home between
Lulu and her stepmother. Lulu*s mother, Mrs. Jones, describes the step-
mother as cross and flighty due to the effects of menopause* The father,
Mr. Jackson, claias that the step-mother is vezy affectionate toward
Lulu. The mother adds that the stepmother dislikes Lulu exceedingly and
for that reason Lulu was constantly running- away to her home.
Lulu*s own mother had no particular affection for her and ftankly
stated she wished her put in an institution. She had no discipline or
control over Lulu and seemed worn out and uninterested to make an effort
to control her. She formerly attended the Chui ch of God and Saints in
Christ* She left because she no longer believed in their teachings. She
is now a member of the Holiness Church and is sanctified*
Lulu lived with her father and stepmother, going to the home of her
mother and stepfather when things became disagreeable for her in the
father *s home. Lulu evidently prefers her mother* s home because of lack
of interest and discipline and she is free to roam the streets at will.
She fears her father axid apparently has very little affection for him.
Her attitude toward her mother is that of Indifference. She refuses to
do any work in the home, and slips away at the first opiortunity* the is
aggressive, active, most untruthful, and has no particular interest in
scho ol*
She er tered school at the age of six. Her attendance was irregular
due to home conditions. She reached the fourth grade, after failing in
the second grade, bhe ranked within the average group on the Stanford*^
Blnet Scale and was mentally high enough to do fourth grade work. Her
failure to work up to her mental capacity in school was probably due to
irregular attendance and poor conduct. Lulu*8 favorite recreation was
roaming the streets and attending the movies. Her associates were
larger and older girls. She was vezy abusive to the other little girls
In her daes, pushed them out of her wc^, and twisted their arms. She was
vezy untruthful and constantly got other children into trouble. She stole
handkerchiefs and candy from other girls, and also belongings of teachers*
In games and work she cheated and took advantage in maz\y ways.
Because of Lulu*s continued delinquent tendencies (after her first
court appearance in August, 19M), she was committed to the Bureau of
Juvenile Research in October of the same year. She remained two months
at the Bureau, where she was observed and studied. The B.J.R. reported
the followingt

Lulu showed a definite tendenqy to excuse all of her
misdoings. Her sta.ements apj, eared to be, for the uost p&rt^
quite unreliable, and the child seemed to ee^ anything that
occurred to her or made a plausible stoxy for the moment*
She relates her misbehavior and gives her rationalisations
and excuses in a very unemotional uanner, and seems to have
no concept of the significance of what she has related. She
engaged in frequent quarrels with the other girls, and is
disrespectful when corrected. She is a trouble-maker, and
grumbles and complains a great deal* She is very careless
with her own belongings, and destroys and steals the property
of the other girls. She seeks sympathy and feigns illness*
She has been found to be untruthful and uncooperative, and has
not improved under discipline. • ^The outstanding factor in
this case appears to be the lack of consistent training and
discipline which is so apparent in Lulu*s behavior and
personality traits at the present time* The child has develop-
ed the habit of doing as she pleases with a total disregard
for the dictates of elders or supervisors. We feel that she
needs a long period of training and discipline if she is to
be expected ever to make a satisfactory adjustment in
society **«4'e recommend that she be placed in a convent where
she will be given custodial care which she requires at the
present time, as well as the training mentioned above* If
she respond well to this type of care, it is hoped that she
will be found eligible for foster home placement at some
date not too far in the future.
Lulu was sent to a convent four months later (after spending some
time with her father's relatives, getting into many difficulties, and
being taken to the Detention Home)* She was placed in the Department
for JDependent Girls. She soon became a probleia there, telling the
Sisters in charge that they were good, but **too old-fashioned'* for her*
She planned to Jump out of a window and escape, and slept with a fork
under her pillow to attack ai^one who intercepted her* She was dis-
charged in two months as Deing too incorrigible for the class*
She was released to her mother, as there was no other place for
her* She continued to run about the streets and stay out late* and
finally ran away from home again. She was later found in a Publio
Comfort Station with smother small girl charged with trying to steal
a purse from a woman in the Station. Alter making an urgent plea to
the Sisters of the Convent, for readmission, she was again accepted and
was this time placed in the delinquent class*
She again became a behavior problem by her disobedience, was
given to roaming about the dormitory at night, fighting other inmates,
refusing to reply when questioned, and finally stole $1&*00 from the
pocket of a coat belonging to a carpenter who was working in the
building, the money being his week*s wages*

She was later released to her mother. On the eTening of the day
she returned, she left home, met a yo\xn^ boy she knew, accompanied him
to a picture show, remained until 11:30 P. M«, met another small boy she
knew and they strolled about. The patrol crew happened upon Lulu and the
boy in the act of pulling a false fire alarm. They ran but were caught
by the police. Lulu was then taken back to the Juvenile Detention Home.
A week later she was adju^gpd delinquent and again comLiitted to the
B.J*B. She was returned to the court four months later and place- with
her mother, pending plans. She ran away from her mother and was found
by the police in a machine with three white men. She was returned home
at 3:00 A. M* Lulu went to school the followin^^ day, and ran away an
hour later. She went to the home of her father and remained there a few
days, later running awa^ again. She was found on the streets late at
night f and was again brought to the Detention Home by the police. Afhile
in detention, she became unruly and began destroying property. She
later engaged in a serious fight with another inmate without any apparent
cause.
As the S.J.B* reoommended a correctional Institution for the girl
during the second period of observation, the court adjudged her delinquent
and committed her to the Girls* Industrial School*
Case III. Johanna Sabrich
Chronological age: 17 years; Illegitimate
Single—Catholic
Native, Hungarian mother, 35, born in Bongazy, (in U. S. 24 years)*
Father native Uxmgari&n. Stepfather, 38, bom on one of the island
possessions of Greece* (In U. S. 21 years).
Offense: Truan(;y and misbehavior
Family: Ubther, 35, stepfather, 36, h&If-brothezs, 18, 6 and 4, half-
sisters, 12 and 13*
Johanna is a decided blonde with light wavy hair, pale blue eyes,
beautiful rosy compexion, with two deep dimples. She is agreeable,
pleasant and cooperative*
Since Johanna is illegitimate, she has always referred to her
mother as '^Margaret" and has known her as a sister. Vezy little is known
about Johanna* s father except that he is a Hungarian, and well educated
according to European standards. He was married and about 29 years old
when Johanna's mother became pregnant with her. He promised marriage
as soon as he could be divorced. He obtained a divorce but decided that
Johanna's mothe? was not well enou^ educated, so married another girl
and went west where his wife established a business for him. Nothing
further is known about him. He never supported Johanna*
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Johanna's mother worked until the week of Johanna's birth, and
returned to work in a hean flactory when the baby was 13 da^ys old, learin^;
her in the care of her maternal grandmother* This grandmother was kind
to Johanna and fought for possession of her until recentlj^'. Since she
has been unable to discipline her, the grandmother was anxious to hare
her live elsewhere*
Johanna was born when her mother was 16 years old* Her mother
eventually married a man twice her age but was subsequently divorced in
1919 because he did not trust her. Four years later, in 1923, she married
a Greek, the only^ one of nine children in the United States* He has done
restaurant work most of his life* He is a Greek Catholic*
The family live in a house of four rooms and bath, very scantily
furnished. Housekeeping standards are poor. The neighborhood is not
desirable* The father earns a dollar a day for being an assistant chef
at a night club, and relief gives about eight dollars a week for food*
The maternal grandparents with whom Johanna lived are also on relief*
The parents have five children, all living at home.
Johanna's mother does not want her in the home because she
fears she would be too attractive to the etep'father*
Johanna was referred to the co\art by the school attendance
officer for being an habitual truant. The school report reads as follows:
Johanna started to become a problem in the spring
of 1934* Because the girl seemed to have some promise,
the school has made every effort to change her behavior
and get her to conform to school regulations. Trips have
been made to the homes of her mother and grandparents*
This fall the school has loade several attempts to get
Johanna to conform and attend school regularly, .^ecause
Johanna would not cooperate and steadily refused to
attend school, she was referred to the School Super-
intendent* One teacher stated: "This girl has changed
from a vivacious, pretty, innocent youngster to a rather
hardened young woman* She admits that she smoked
cigarettes voluminously. . .This girl requires a lot of
watching. She should be withdrawn from school either
on a home penait or a work permit. It is evident that
Johanna is not living a wholesome life..* It seems the
entire neighborhood is discussing this wayward girl*
I have Just beon informed that Johanna now dances
nights in a cheap, disreputable Joint, that she has
vez7 little ctothing on when performing, and that she
becomes very drunk* The neighborhood is particularly
concerned about other girls whom Johanna may be in-
fluencing to do wrong. ••
The girl's mother states that on one occasion when Johanna came

hone Tex:^ late at night she feared her daughter had been iminoral* She
started questioning her, but Johanna was drunk and could not give a
clear account of vhat happened, but replied, '^Don*t worry, Margaret,
we expect to get married*** The mother had no idea which man Johanna
meant by **we." Johanna had several men at the house durijog the time
she was living at the home of her mother and stepfather. The parents
never found out the last names of any of them*
Johanna ran away from her grandmother's home. She stayed with a
married girl friend for five weeks looking for a job* She then left and
went to a cheap hotel. A young man allowed her to occupy his room and
he stayed with a friend in his room. Gkie dv the police found her and
took her to court. She was then comiuitted to the Girls* Industrial
School*
Case lY Anna Straka
Chronological aget 17 years
Single—Catholic
Hative white
—
^parents bom in Ciechslovakla. In the United States
24 years*
Offense: Incorrigibility and stealing
Fiuaily: Father 42, Stepmother 39 (Hungarian), brothers 21, 19,
sister 15, stepbrother 19, stepsister 17*
Anna, a bright, friendly, talkative girl, has light brown curly
hair, brown eyes, and fair, rosy cheeks. She has a pleasing, animated
personality and is vexy responsive*
Her parents met on the boat en route to the United States in 1911*
They were later married, the wife being only 16 years old. She died in
1929 at the age of Z6 with T.B* Anna was only 12 years old at the time
of her mother's death. A brother aged 16, and a sister aged 10, were
also left* For a pei lod of time the father and three children kept
house and got along fairly well. The oldest boy was later placed in
a C* C. C. Camp and contributed $25.00 a month, which kept the family
off relief. He is no longer in the caiqp, but now works in a restaurant
and earns $7.00 a week.
It was not long until Anna began to assume too much freedom. She
was irregular in her school attendance and oegan staying out late at
night, taking her younger sister with her. She was reported to the court
in January, 1934, by the school authorities for being irregular in attend-
ance^, troublesoae in school, refusing to obey the teachers, and for running
aw£^ /rom home* She was placed on probation at that time by tne court*
The girl's father, a widower at that time, was trying his best to be a
good father to his family and was cooperating with the school and court
authorities. It was suggested that Anna get a working certificate as
she was no longer interested in school work* She was in the ninth grade
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at the time* Although she did not like school, she was keenly inter-
ested in music and gymnastics. She likea to dance and go to laovies*
Uost of her time was spent at iuausement parks, dancing and swimming*
She had no intimate g-trl friends and usually took her sister*
Anna seemed to have no idea of proper conduct when around boys*
Machines parked at her house at all hours of the night. Anna was not
a sex delinquent hut was free and easy around yoiaig people*
She got a working certificate and left school. She stewed at
home for a while. She did not attend part-time school as she should
hare done even though she had a working certificate* In September, 1924,
her father gave permission for her to live with the maternal grandmother*
She stayed there only a short time and then found a Job doing housework
at $3.50 a week. She only stayed at her new place one month, returning
to her home in Janaaxy, 1935.
Anna purchased merchandise to the amount of |9*43 at a local store
and had it charged to the woman for whom she had formerly worked. A
formal court hearing was held on February 2, 1935, and Anna and her father
were sunaoned to court. Anna was found delinquent and committed to the
Girls* Industrial School under a "hold" order. Her father paid the
$9*43 which had been charged. Anna was then allowed to return home with
her father*
A few di^s later her father carried a vexy fine widow. She was
a Hungarian, Greek Catholic, in good health and had two cnildren by a
former marriage* She had been a widow for a few years and had reared
her son and daughter in a veiy nice manner. The children will graduate
from high school next year and have never caused einy trouble for their
mother or for the comionLnity.
Mr* Straka and his family moved into the home of his new wife.
The home is extremely clean, orderly, and well furnished. It is located,
however, in a foreign district. From the time that the Straka family
moved into the step-mother* s home, there was trouble among the children*
The two Straka boys got along nicely with their step-mother and seemed
very happy with her. The stepmother speaks highly of these two bojcs*
The two Straka girls, however, were in constant friction with their step-
mother and step-sister. Anna, stated that her step-mother was jealous be«|
cause she and her sister were better looking and more popular than her
own daughter* Anna and her sister ran away from home many times saying;
they did not like it at hone*
The father worked when there was work at the steel mill and gave
the stepmother the money. She in turn managed all the family affairs
and made every effort to make the home pleasant for Anna. She was un-
able to cope with the situation, however, and Anna took more and more
liberty.
In August of 1935, Anna took her sister, aged 15, and staged away

froB home for tvo weeks. They stayed for a while with their maternal
grandmother and father and then with a questionable family* This was
not the first time that Anna had taken her sister and staged away nights*
One time a vezy young man was before the court for having provided a
room in his home for Anna. The doctor's report, however, said there was
no evidence of any immorality*
Anna's brothers were before the court officially for boyish pranks
when they were considerably yoiuiger. Neither of them has caused axgr
trouble recently. Anna's sister has been in the court officially for
stj^ing out nl^ts and not attending school. After running away with
Anna in August and staying two weeks, the sister was called before the
court and an official hearing was held. She was placed on probation as
this was her first serious offense.
Anna was again before the coiLrt for running away and taking her
sister. She was committed to the Girls' Industrial School for discipline
and supecrvision since she had violated the rules of her probation and
failed to adjust*
Case ?. Josephine Leitner
Chronological age; 15 years; Mental age: 16 years plus; I* Q* 114
Single—Catholic
Native white. Father born in Austria, naturalized; mother born in
Bohemia*
Offense: Incorrigibility, running away from home, staying out late at
ni^t, and immoral associations*
Family: Father, 59; Mother 51; sister 21; brothers 20, 17, 13, 12, 8*
Josephine, a slender girl with short dark'brown hair, gray eyes
sucid vez;^- dark skin, is decidedly foreign in manner. She is quiet but in-
clined to be emotional. The eruptions on her face, irregular teeth, and
irregular features, do not enhance her appearance. She is sensitive, self-
conscious, and reserved*
Josephine's family has Deen known to the court since 1924. The
court record states, "The mother and father both drink, fight like cats
and dogs and beat up each other. They are in the police court annually*
The court has had to deal with evexy one of their children, either as
delinquents or dependents. Various organisations in the city have
tried to help them but there seems to be no solution. Ho doubt the
children's delinquency is caused by the environment in this home."
The mother, who speaks vezy broken English, can hardly be under-
stood* The report on the home stated: "Nearly all the window panes
were broken* Paste board was tacked on to serve as panes. The parents
broke the windows when the^' were drunk. The home, however, was comfort-

abljr furnished and fairly clean*"
The family has baen on relief during the past several years. The
father recently hfiS been working on a W.P.A. project, earning ^li»bQ
per week. Tne wife occasionally takes in washings. Une sister is
married and lives in Michi^^n* An older brother lives in the hone of
this married sister. A third brother is married and is supi, orted by
relief. The three smaller children live at home*
Josephine entered school at the age of five and reached the first
year of hi^ school. She heartily disliked school, and was not inter*
ested in any of her subjects. Hhe failed in the eighth grade. She
was vezy irregular in attendance, ohe was a bright girl and could
have done good work if she had applied herself. She was out of school
five weeks Just prior to her commitment to the Girls* Industrial School*
Josephine was firet reported to the court in Februaxy, 1S34, by
ths Board of Education for "running around at nights and sleeping during
the days." The mother denied this report. In December of 1934, the schooi
principal again reported: "Josephine is getting beyond the control of
her mother; she stays out all night and the mother doea not know where
bhe is. She admits that she does as she pleases, that she does not
get along with her parents and that she and her father fight all the
time, that both of her parents drink amd make it vezy uncoxafortable for
her."
After a great deal of talking with the parents, they promised the
Jud^e to cooperate. Tnree months later, however, the school again re-
ported Josephine, saying that she was again beyond the control of her
parents and was sta^'-in^; out all night, refusing to tell where she stayed*
The principalis analysis was that not only Josephine was delinquent but
also the parents, and that action should be taken against them as well
as the girl*
In Ifovember of 1935, another report was made to the court by a
married woman that Josephine was hanging aroimd her husband's pool room
and going out with her husband* She also heard that the girl was diseased
and felt that something should be done about it. The probation officer
immediately called at the hi^ school to interview Josephine about this
coaplaint. Josephine was not in school, so the officer called at home*
When questioned about the married man, Josephine acted very innocent
and said she did not know who he was. After further questioning by this
officer she finally adiaitted she met this man last siuumer; that she was
in the pool room and he was teaching her how to play pool; and she added
that the first time she met him he took her down to the basement and
was immoral with her. This happened six or eight times afterwards.
The last time was two months prior to the interview. Josephine claimed
not to know that the man was married. A physical examination showed
Josephine to be free from any venereal disease, so she was released to
return to school*

Tvo months later Josephine was reported missin^^. She was located
sereral da^ a later at the home of a girl friend. She said that she left
home because she could not get along with her father. Her mother claimed
that she couldn't get along with Josephine, thut she did as she pleased,
and asked the court to take action. Josephine was giren another ex-
amination and this time was found to hare a venereal disease*
She was then comuiitted to the Girls* industrial School.
Case VI* Erelyn Marsh
Chronological age: 17 years, 6 months; Mental age: 11 ye&re, 2 months
Single—Catholic
Natire white
—
parents native white
Offense: Delinquency, inmorality, inoorriglhility* and imtruthfulness
Family: Father 41 (State Hospital for Insane, a neuro-syphilltio )
•
Mother 31* Parents divorced* Mother remarried* Stepfather 45*
14 children (6 legitimate and 6 illegitimate)* Step-grandfather,
maternal grandmother (with whom Evelyn lives since hahyhood.)
Bvelyn is a short slender girl with medium brown straight hair,
grcgr eyes, and very fair complexion. She is pretty and petite, and
gives a more refined ioiprebsion than one would expect from reading her
court record* She has a rather babyish inflection cmd a high-pitched
giggle. She is willful and stubborn and is, at times, hard, deflAnt,
and impossible to manage*
She was referred to the court because it was reported that **8he
lies, fights, has a vicious teu$)er, oeats her mother and grandi&rents
,
stays out late at night or all night, and has run away from home. She
is promiscuously immoral and has contracted a venereal disease, which
caused her to have a major operation*"
This girl*s family history Is unusually sordid. There were at
least five or six Illegitimate children born to her uother uefore
Svelyn*s birth* The mother, a woxaan of low mentality, married the
child's father two months uefore she was bom* (The baby was given to
her maternal grandmother for rearing, as the mother had uo affection
for it*) The marriage was an unhap>/y one and the parents were later
divorced* The mother never got along with her husband. She was un-
faithful.
The father is now an inmate of a State insane hospital, admitted
in 1932, where his condition was diagnosed as '^dementia paralyta,"
the result of a syphilitic condition* He has no known relatives . He
was a rail-roader, and worked steadily-, but was an habitual drunkard
and ran around with other women. He never cared for Evelyn and never
supported her*
The mother remarried and has ei^t legitimate children, as well

&8 several illegitimate chlldrea, by her present hueband* They live
in a five rooa house in a congested district. The stepfather works for
the railroad as a boiler-m&ker* He dislikes Srelyn and refuses to speak
to her. She never sta^&d more than two veekc at a time with her mother*
When she did live with her there was constant fighting* Svelyn has beat-
en her mother on several occasions.
The home environment supplied by the grandparents »as very un-
desirable. They occupy a two-story brick house in a bad neighborhood*
where there are foreigners, negroes, and transients &s well as many
houses of quei^tionable character. The grandparents have a rooming house
for men. It is comfortably furnished, hut is filthy and foul-smelling.
They raise and breed dogs and the odor in the house is vile* The
maternal grandmother has a bad temper ana is vex^ untrustworthy. Her
reputation has not been ahove reprach. She has been known to the court
and it is believed that Evelyn* s mother was an illegitimate child*
Evelyn has very little respect and affection for her grandparents*
She states that continual swearing and fighting occurred in the home,
and accuses her ^^randmother of making home-brew ]}rior to repeal. She
describes her grandmother as a ^'crocked old miser," stating that she
collects rooa-rent several times from drunken roomers, and has been
known to sell many of her dogs falsely under the pedigree of other dogs.
Evelyn further declares that she "hates these people" and never wants
to see them again. She added, "It is living there that makes you want
to do things."
Little is known about Evelyn's schooling. She attended the public
schools until she was fourteen, reaching the ei^th grade. She is great-
ly retarded mentally, making school a hurden and a thing greatly dis-
liked by her. ^he has no interest in school and does not wish to con-
tinue. Her school record is only fair. She failed in the fourth grade*
Evelyn has been a definite problem since her earl^ teens. The courl
states: "She and her fai.dly have always been impessihle to approach or
help in mty way. She is unreliable, indifferent, sullen, stubborn, and
confides in no one. She has a terrible teqper; lies; fights; is vicious
at times; has beaten her mother; has run away from home; and is pro-
miscuous* She has no interests except men. She enjoys movies; does not
care to read; likes to dance, play and have a grand time. She has no
special abilities and will not help at home*" In the year 1922, at the
age of 14, she was placed in a probation traihing school by the Ohio
Huoaine Society. She failed to adjust in tiiis facility,—was found to
be untruthful, untrustworthy, extremely ixrterested in sex, and a
problem too serious for such a school. The grandmother constantly in-
terfered. After a few months Evelyn was returned to her ^rrandparents
•
She later ran away with a ciarried n^an and located after nine months
in an Eastern State. After her return home, it was learned by ph^'Sical
examination that she was diseased. She was then placed in a Convent
Training School where she received treatment*
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While at this Training School, she was quite a problem. She had
trouble with the girls, lied, and was a sex problem. Her academic work
was onl^' fair. After staying there nine months she ran away, returning
to her grandparents. They refused to return her to the School. The
grandparents never cooperated with the Court, except during periods when
the girl got entirely beyond their control. Later, Evelyn a^ain under-
went a series of treatments at the Workhouse for gonorrhea. In the mean-
time she associated sexually with at le-ist one other young man, and it
is probable that there were several others.
Svelyn was sent to the Bureau of Juvenile Research in 1935. The
summary of their findings states: "Evelyn has a definitely iabnorual type
of personality which appears to have been warped greatly by the experiencei
arising out of her environment. The deficiencies of her character are
not obvious on superficial contact however. She has no strength of
character, very little will-power, and little inhioition. She acts im-
pulsively rather than reasonably on all occasions. At times she aesires
to improve herself and to do better but these desires are fleeting and
fragile* She is uxiable to hold to her resolutions for a^jr length of
time. "
While at the Bureau her major difficult ieo were: "engaging in hair-
pulling contest with another girl; attempting to take poison; passing
notes to boys and kissing boys In the hallway; and, in general, render-
ing herself conspicuous whenever in the presence of boys or making sug-
gestive moveuents of her body and flirting openly and boldly* She has
no compunctions about her past sexual associations 9ven when she knew
of the danger of spreading disease. She apparently felt that she has
nothing to lose as she has been told that she cannot become pregnant
(result of a surgical operation) ; from her standpoint the moral bars are
down."
After a three-months * period of observation and study, the Bureau
recommended the following: "There is no chance that Evelyn will get
along if she is returned to the home of an^' of her relatives, and such
placement would soon end in another runaway episode on her part •.••It is
believed tiy her matrons that she could easil;. earn her own way in the
world by domestic services, if she desired and her general behavior
activities did not interfere •••We feel that in B.xjy event Evelyn should
be made a ward of the cjurt until she is 21 years of age.. ..hat the court
should grasp the only remaining opportunity of attempting to mold the
behavior of this firl by placement in an institution before she becomes
18 years of age. i^e suggest placement in the Girls* Industrial School.
This may in the long run change the pattern of her life very little,
bat it will at least protect her from harm for the period of the next
year or two. Even then in view of the moral background of her family
and the habits which she has already developed, we suspect that Evelyn
will become a street character. ••Emphasis should be toward fitting her
for earning an honest livelihood as a domestic."

Svel/n^s illegitimate half-brother was also examined at the
B*J«B. in 1929 after he was reported to the Court for his improper
associations with little boys. The Bureai recommended that he be taken
out of the home of his adopted parents and be given a Job and suitable
living quarters. He was 16 years old and had average intelligence.
After leaving the B.J.H. and returning to her own county, Bvelyn
was held in the Detention Home for two weeks. The Court then committed
her to the Girls* Industrial School.
Case YII. Bose McShana
Chronological age: 15 years » 4 months. I. Q. 79
Single—Catholic
Native white—parents native .^hite
Offense: Delinquency, icorrigibilitsy
,
untruthfulness, and being un-
manageable
Family: Father 42 (deserted). Mother ^56, sister 18, brother 1&«
Bose is a nice-looking girl of medium build with dark brown hair*
brown eyes, and rosy cheeks. She is agreeable but is passivej moody,
and reticent* Rose has been shifted about from place to place since
she was a small child. Her father deserted the family when she was
three, and the mother, who was unable to support her three children,
placed Hose and her sister }Jargaret in a Catholic orphanage.
The father was bom in Pennsylvania. He had a good Job when the
mother met him and was reported to be an excellent nanager. Their
marriage was not a happy one, however, and he left four years after they
were married and has not been heard of since. The father's relatives
sided with him and have nothing to do with the mother. After the father
deserted, the mother moved to a nearby city, placed her children in an
orphanage, and secured work in a restaurant. She made her home with
her sister, but the home was too small to accommodate the children.
A children's agency advised the mother to return to her home town
and apply for a Mothers* Pension, th;.t she might re-establish her home
and have her children with her, but she refused to do this. She finally
arranged for the youngest, a boy, to live with the maternal grandmother*
She made no effort to make plans for the girls and refused to cooperate
with the agency in making any. She displayed very little interest in
them and seldom went to see them.
The court record states that the mother is a plain-looking woman
who is always neatly dressed but acts listless and gives the impression
of being weak and inadequate. She did not assume any responsibility for
her children and was always reluctant to talk to the Visitor from the
Orphanage. She paid nothing toward the children* s support since 1929*
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She worked in different restaurants and prepared fruit for several drug-
stores. It was not steady work and she did not feel able to pa^ anything
for the children so was willing to have them cozmuitted as wards of the
County Welfare Lea^nxe. The sisters were then taken from the Orphanage
and became wards of the County '.'elfare League in September, 1930.
After becoming a ward of the County <i;elfare League, Kose lived in
three different licensed boarding homes and failed to adjust in any of
them. As a last resort she was placed in a probation home, in September
1935. ^'hile there she was a constant and persistent irrit^-nt. She com-
plained of everything and persisted in malicious conversation re-
garding any and all with whom she lived. The report from the probation
home states: '*Bose is untruthful, does poor school work, and has dene
some stealing.*^
In 1934, an effort was made to place Bose in a Boarding School,
bat she was not accepted. Assistance was also sought from two laternal
aunts, nuns in a college, but they were unable physically or financially
to aid in Rose's care. No cooperation was ever received from either Kose*8
mother or maternal grandmother."
iWiile living at the probation home. Rose played truant from school,
failing to appear for her term examinations, ^he made slow progress in
school and was very slow and apathetic in all her activities. She h£;d
to t3e told over and over again to do the same things. She played well
with the other children but never took any initiative. She becomes
easily excited and is ver^ forgetful. Hose was examined by the Bureatt
of Juvenile Research in a field clinic held in 1930. At that time she
was 11 years old and had a mental age of 8 years, 8 months. Her I. Q*
was 79. She was diagnossd as vexy inferior.
She ran away from the probation home in January* 1936, and obtained
a housework job through the aid of a bqy friend's mother. When this
mother was questioned by the superintendent of the probation home, she
was veiy uncooperative. Later, however, she gave the correct telephone
number. Bose had an official court hearing and was returned to the
probation hone. Her attitude was uncooperative. She was kept on the
third floor away from the other girls as she exerted a vexy bad influence
on then.
])ae to Boss's continued misbehavior and lack of adjustment, the
Judge finally decided to oommit her to the Girls' Industrial School for
discipline*
Case Vm Lillian trice
Chronological age i 16 years. I. Q. 120-piu8
Single
—
pregnant—Adopted—Protestant
Native white—parents , native white; foster parents, native white

Offense: lumorality
,
delln(iuenc;y
,
incorriblbility
,
smoking and drinking*
Family: Foster father, step-foster uother
The case of Lillian is a vexy interesting one, presenting mapy
angles* i:>he is a nice-appe&rine, girl, well-aereloped, with dark hair
and dark brown eyes* She is pleasing, in manner, has a nice soft voice
and makes a fine impression on strangers. Closer acquaintance, however,
reveals her to be self-sufficient, proud, egotistical, and untruthful*
She is \inco operative and reticent, stubbornly re^^aing to name the man
who is responsible for her condition, uhe was three months pregnant at
the time of her admittance to the Girls' Industrial School*
Lillian was adopted when ^en days old from a maternity hospital,
and knows nothing of her own parents. The foster parents showed Lillian
every care and consideration. She was given many advantages, as violin
lessons, toe dancing, etc. The foster father was a brakeman on the
railroad for fifteen years, receiving between $250.00 and $:300.00 a
month. He has oeen vex;>' fond of the child and is deeply hurt because
of her conduct and untruthfulness.
The foster laother died five or six years ago. The foster-father
remarried four years ago, bringing a new foster step-mother into the
home. This woman has done everything to make things plea&ant for Lillian.
She has sacrificed in order to get new clothes for her, to give her
music lessons, etc. She has tried to understand her. There is no
question but that the home has been an unusual one for the girl, but
she has lacked proper appreciation. The step-mother says she is never
interested in new clothes and won't take care of theia when she aues re-
ceive them.
The foster parents live in a five-room frame house* It is located
in a residential section of the city, thick]jr settled. ^'hen the foster
father earned more money they lived in a much better locality. Now they
are compelled to pay less rent. The housekee^/ing standards are very high
and the home reflects a fine general atmosphere. Lillian is an un-
affectionate person, and has some unfortunate personality traits. The
foster parents have trie i to help her overcome them emd to make her
happy. She was untruthful, stubborn, lazy^, luiclean in her habits, and
refused to help with the work. She had to be begged or coaxed to do
anything. She refused to take care of her clothes or keep herself cleeua.
She just wished to lie around and read.
There are no known brothers and sisters, or relatives of any kind.
The foster paternal grandparents were very fond of Lillian and are
suffering ^.reatly over her trouble.
Lillian entered school at the age of six. She always attended city
public schools and made an excellent record in all her work. She ranked
among the honor students, having an I. Q. of 120-pXus. She always liked
school until a little over a year ago*
I
Lillian always associated with vei;^ nice girls, both in school
and •^undtvy School. Her ran^e of j.nterests and hobhiee was ver^ wide.
She took violin lessons for five ^eurs , but suddenly seemed to think she
knew more than the teacher and stopped. She also took dancing lessons,
ballet » toe, and fancy dancing, for several years, out stopped suddenly*
She liked tennis, swimming, euad reading. Sne was a member of the
T«vV.C.A., and tiie Friendship Club at Hi^ School.
She attended Sunday School regularly. A letter received from her
Sund£^v School teacher shortly after her adtalssion reads: "She was a
former Sunday School student of mine and we have always felt quite close
to each other. My one regret hus been that I haven't been financially
able to take her to live with me for 1 feel that her one great lack in
life has been an understanding mother. She requires a love of this
sort more than an ordinary person."
Her school teacher liked her and speaks veiy highly of her ability
and conduct* A letter received from one of her high school teachers,
shortly after her admission, stated the following: "Lillian entered our
junior high school two ^'ears ago as a ninth grader. She left us a year
ago for high school, taking with her an excellent scholarship record,
which she has kept up since. I>uring the second semester she was with
us, a circumstance occurred which brought her to the Juvenile Court*
(Smoking and Drinking) She was placed in ay care on 'unofficial proba-
tion* * 1 kept in close contact with her and with her parents as far as
1 was able**«I should like to cooperate with yuu to help establish a
nuw life for Lillian. I do not want her to feel that she has lost cqt
friendship if that friendship should mean something to her*"
She was in the 11th grade at the time of leaving school. Her
difficulty appearea to begin about two years ago. She was sent to the
Juvenile Court at that time by the school principal. She was smoking
and not responding to their discipline. This matter was handled in-
formally and Lillian seemed to feel badly to think she was even questioned
She improved and one of the women teachers at the school (quoted above)
undertook to guide and help her. She did much better for a while. Since
being transferred to the Senior High School it was thougnt she was con-
ducting herself acceptably.
Lillian's recent difficulty, as given in her own words, was as
follows: "About a year and five months ago 1 got into some trouble by
going to school drunk. The court put me on probation under a school
teacher, Miss Smith. For fourteen months I really tried to live up to
her expectations of me in school and conduct. One day, while down town,
some girls and I went to get something to drink and as 1 would not
drink beer they began kidding me about it and one said that Miss Smith
had been around bragging about her great reform movement. I realize now
that it was a lie, but then 1 got so mad that 1 walked out of the place
and the first man I saw that I knew I allowed to take me for a ride.
How 1 am going to have a child and it is his. ,/hen 1 refused to tell
who he was the court decided I was stubborn ao they sent me here."
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*hen Lillian realized her pregnant condition, she decided to run
awa^ froa home. She wrote two notes, one to her foster parents and one
to Miss Smith, her school teacher, telling them of her condition.
She was later taken to the Juvenile Court for questioning. She
was held in the J)etention Home for many da;y^8 and various efforts were
made to learn whether or not the information given in the note was true*
Lillian refused to discuss the matter and positively refused to divulge
ai^ names. Because of her vinwillingness to cooperate and her need
of discipline, the court committed her to tne Girls' industrial School*
Case IX irVanda Reed
Chronological age: 16 years, 11 months
Single—Protestant
Hative American Indian
—
parents native American Indian
Offense: Incorrigibility, truancy, and stealing
Family: father, 58{ Mother, 49; Sister, 13; Brother 15
tfanda is a typical Indian. She has full heavy lips, vezy black
hair, brown eyes, and dark comjt^lexion. She is near-sighted and wears
glasses. She in strong-willed and stubborn and is inclined to be
arrogant and conceited.
The father. Chief Reed, was bom in Mnnesota and brou^jht up on
an Indi£in reservation. He boasts of the fact that he attended Carlisle
School and that he studied medicine in Surope. He has always provided
well for the family, having been employed by the iocatalo Medicine Company
H;: was married once jefore and was divorced.
The mother was born in Wisconsin. She went through hi^;h school.
She is a restless type of wooian. She is a fair cook and a fc-ood house-
keeper. She was uziable to control Wanda, who can only be managed
through force. Mrs. Heed has oeen married only once.
The parents have three children, .Vanda, who is at the Girls
»
Industrial Lchool, another girl aged 13, who is in the seventh grade and
lives at home, and a boy aged 15, in the eighth grade who also lives at
home. He is a mischievous type of youngster, having been in court once
or twice. He thinks he is the only American and tiat other people snould
cater to him.
The family' live in a 10-roon house in a fair neighbortiood, which
at one time was a better residential section. The furniture is adec^uate,
and shows that at once time they were accustomed to having nice things*
They have a piano and a radio. The general atmosphere of the home is
not very conducive to pleasant living, however, as the father and mother
quarrel incessantly*
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?anda always attended the public achools. She entered in her
sixth year, and failed in the fourth and ninth grades. She is now in
the ninth grade. She never got along with her teachers, saying they
pick on her because she is an Indian. She always fought with her
teachers and api^lied herself only in the subjects that she liked. She
did only fair work as she was more interested in dances than anything
else. She liked to attend moviea but was unable to do so because of
her very poor vision. She strongly resents the fajnily*8 lowered standard
of living' » as she constantly complains that at one time they were rich
and had people working for them, but now she can't get the things she
needs and wants
.
Wanda was first referred to the juvenile court by the attendance
officer, because of tardiBess and truancy from school. She had been
incorrigible for some time*
In February, 1935, the mother reported that <Vanda had left home.
9he was finally located with a girl friend with whom she had been running
around at night. She was held in detention for several days and then
sent home until school was over, at which time she was to be sent to
her grandmother in ^'isconsin. Several weeks later the court received
a report that some fellow was getting an automobile ready to go to
California; that a party was to go with him; euid that ?anda was in the
party. It was found that .Vanda had been running aroiind with the fellows
and girls, v/hen the probation officer went to her house to get her,
Wanda threatened the officer with a loaded revolver and butcher knives,
and when a policeman was called it was necessaz:^ for him to handcuff
A'anda. She had been running with a fellow called George. This case
was heard in court stnd dispoiiition deferred. lA^anda was taken to a
doctor for a physical examination. The doctor reported that there was
no evidence of immorality.
.Vanda was later sent to her grandmother in Wisconsin. The Children*!
Bureau there later reported that it was not the proper place for her as her
imcle had made improper advances to her. She was then returned home and
seemed much Improved. In a month, however, she st&rted running around
with her old gang and resiuaing her former habits. She refused to stay
at home saying that her parents fought all the time. The court brought
her back from a faiaily where she had gone, and said she would either have
to go to school or go to work. She went to school.
Two months later, Vanda ai-p eared at the court and said her parents
told her to get out. She would not work, stayed out at night and re-
mained in bed all morning. A neighbor visited the court and said that
Wunda had come to her house and asked to stay a couple of days. She let
her stay that night and said that .Vanda came in about one o'clock. The
next morning the neighbor found that her wj.tch had disappeared. She stid
that k/anda told her about running aroxind with men and that she had taken
her first drink of ale. The watch was later returned, ./anda denied
taking the watch. iVhen she was picked up by the probation officer she
had the watch in her possession. She was then taken tu the Detention
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Home and a few days later committed to the Girls* Industrial School,
Case X. Gladys Wafrner
Chronological age: 16 years; Mental age; 13 years; I, Q. 64
Single--Pro te atant
Native whits—parent s native white
Offense: Delinquency, incorrigibility, and truancy
Family: Father 48, Mother 36 (divorced), Full Sisters 21, 20, 13, 11,
Full Brother 18, Half-brother (illegitimate) 4, Half-sister 2,
Step-father, Step-mother, 19
Gladys, a tall slender girl with light blonde straight hair, blue
eyes, and fair rosy cheeks, is pleasant and sweet in manner. She is
quiet and responsive and somewhat restless.
The family background of Gladys could hardly be worse than that
pictured in the court record. Her mother was sentenced a year in the
iVorkhouse and was fined $500,00 for contributing to the delinquency of
minors, A full sister and a full brother are in the State Institution
for the Feebleminded, Another full sister is in a convent due to running
away from home and bad behavior. Two other full sisters are in the
Children's Home. The half-brother and sister are the only children at
horn with the mother.
The father and mother were married in 1914. They had six children.
Three of these have been found to be definitely feebleminded. Two other
children have been examined and classified as borderline coses. The
sixth child has never been examined,
Gladys, when examined at the Bureau of Juvenile Research in 1929,
had an I. Q. of 64 and was rated as feeble-minded. It was reconmended
that slie be placed in the Institution for the Feebleminded,
The parents never had a congenial married life or established a
suitable home for their children. Neither parent has r.ood moral standards
both having long court records. They are ignorant and subnormal, mentally
The father is a laborer and works at odd jobs. The faT:ily has moved about
a great deal. The children were very irregular in school due to moving
about, lack of clothing, and being mentally deficient, Gladys had reached
the seventh grade and was doing failing work.
In 1931, 17 years after her marriage, the mother was taken before
the court for deserting her family. She stated that her husband failed
to support the family properly, had bad habits of drinking, was extremely
cruel, beat her and sold the furniture they had, forcing the family to
move to poorly furnished rooms or go to relatives.
The husband accused his wife of associating with other men, among
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whom Was a widoner who had tira small children. The wife denied this,
though several neighbors said they had been sean together.
The court decided that the father should secure a few rooms, let
his wife take care of the children, and that he should remain at the
home of his brother. Since the parents could not Ret along together,
it was considered better for the children if they were not in the same
house. The case was dismissed with advice given to both parents for each
to do his part or the court would again handle the matter.
Two months later the court learned that the children were drifting
around frcru one home to another, living on the street, that the father
was drinking, and that the mother was associating again with the widower.
The mother was summoned to court. Four children were placed in the Chil-
dren's Home and the mother was told to get employment and pay scnething
toward the support of the children. Two of the children, a boy and a
girl, had been piaced in the Institution for the Feebleminded a year
previous. The girl had run away from the Institution for the Feeble-
minded and later had an illegitimate child. The baby died ^en six weeks
old. The girl was located at the home of an aunt and returned to the
Institution for the Feebleminded.
In 1933, two years following the children's commitment to the
Children's Home, the father reported to the court thot his wife had been
living with the widower as man and wife and that she had a baby ten months
old that belonged to the widower. Investigation showed this to be true.
The widower was held in the county Jail. The mother was admitted to the
T. B. Sanatorium and her baby was taken to a hospital for care.
In the meantime, the four children committed to the Children's Home
were causing plenty of trouble. One was taken to court for being in-
corrigible, impudent, and running off. She was committed to the Convent
of the Good Shepherd, Gladys was also a very difficult problem in the
Home. She was a leader among the girls and was rapidly developing into
a sex problem. She constantly sought attention from boys at school on
the playground, and influenced several girls to run away from the Home,
She was placed in four or five boarding homes but failed to adjust in any
of them. She was overbearing, indolent, and very untidy in her personal
habits. She was sullen and stubborn, refusing to talk to anyone. She
was finally returned to the Home. She soon became impudent and defiant
with her supervisors, and conaitantly created trouble. When asked by
the supervisors if she didn't wish to grow up to be a good woman whom
people wculd admire, she replied, "Hell, I don't want to be {?)od. Good
people don't have a good time." She was untruthful, unreliable, and dis-
played a vicious temper.
She ran away from school and went to an aunt where she was found
by the Horaa matron and social worker. She was defiant and refused to
return with them. When forced, r>he put up quite a fight, toarin?^ the
matron's coat and declaring her intention to run away again. Due to
continued incorrigibility and misbehavior, Gladys was committed to the
Girls' Industrial School.
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Case XI Milly Johnson
Chronological age: 16 years; Mental age: 11 years
Single—Methodist
Native colored
—
parents native colored, bom in Alabama
Offense: Rimning around with men and cohabiting with same
Family: Mother 38, stepfather 41, brothers 4 and 1; sisters 13, 10 and
8 (The two sisters, 13 and 10, are at the Girls' Industrial School.)
The Johnson family has supplied the Girls* Industrial School with
three girls during the past year. Milly, 16, Judy, 13 and Mary Lee, 10.
The home background and environment are definitely responsible for the
delinquency of these children.
The court record of Milly states: "This girl is 15 years of age,
and cannot be controlled by the father, who is a hardworking man.
He has the rest of the family and is living in one room. The little
girl, 13 years of age, is keeping house for him and four little children
The mother is a drunkard and is arrested on an average of once a week.
Milly has been taken to the home of the father several times but she runs
off and foes to the mother, and while with her she has been associating
with men, staying out all night and has been placed in the city jail
with the mother on several occasions.'*
Milly was admitted to the Girls* Industrial School in July of 1935.
Her two sisters were received four months later. Milly had reached the
sixth grade in school after failing in the fourth and fifth grades. Her
mental age is given as 11 years. Judy, 13, and Kary Lee, 10, were both
in the 4-A grade. They, too, had failed in several grades and appe- red
to be below normal mentally. All three were under-nourished and many
pounds underweight upon their arrival at the Girls' Industrial School.
Milly, the oldest, told the following story upon her arrival: "I
came out here because I wanted to. I'll tell you everything although I
era sorry to, I did not wish to live with my mother or step-father so
I told them to send me here. My mother was married once before and my
father died. Later she married my stepfather and they had five children,
My stepfather is kind to them but when he has whiskey he is very mean to
me and says I don't belong to him.**
"Last summer my stepfather went to Indiana to get work. Ke was
gone three months. \?hile he was away my mother drank and went with
different men. They would come to our house and stay all night. ^Vhen
Dad returned we (children) told him about it. He became very angy and
made my mother leave. He took care of the children but mary times he
drank and was very cross.
"Later, I decided to go to my mother. During: the tir,e I remained
with her I learned to go out with boys and have sex relations with them.
I
They paid me ^1,00 and $2,00. I bought clothes with the money,
"About two months ago my mother ran away and left me all alone.
I did not know what to do, so I decided to go to a friend of ray mother's.
I stayed there several weeks. My father works for a lawyer, and this
lawyer talked with me. He said I could either return to my stepfather
or come to the Girls* Industrial School. I chose the (xirls' Industrial
School, He 'then called the probation officer and I was brought here,
"I did not wish to live with my mother because she was too bad and
I didn't return to ny stepfather because ho rirnnk and was unkind to me,
saying I didn't belong to him, etc. About five years ago he threw me
down stairs and two or three of my ribs were broken. The city doctor
said they were broken and should be fixed but he hever had the money.
They hurt me much of the time. The probation officer said they would
fix them here at the Crirls' Industrial School,
"I wish to make a good record here and find a good job when I am
released, then I can help take care of my brothers and sisters."
The Court verified the above statements made by Mllly. The two
younger sisters, Judy and f^ary Lee, who were coirmltted to the Girls'
Industrial School for incorrigibility and running around, were both
victims of poor home care and training. The court records of the two
younger girls included the following statements: "These two girls,
Judy and Mary Lee Johnson, live with their parents in one room. The
living conditions surrounding them are Intolerable, The family consist
of five children and the Social Ss^vlce have been keeping them for the
past two years; the sixth child is now an inmate of yoxir institution.
The father is an habitual drunkard and he and his wife have separated
numerous times. The mother is absolutely illiterate and permits these
^.hildren to run around with colored men from the CCC camps. The girls
themselves have admitted before the '''rosecuting Attorney and myself
that they have had intercourse with these men; some single, some married,
but they would not give the nHmes of the parties, claiming they could not
tell one from the other,"
CASE XII Ruth Bushnell
Chronological age: 17 years
Married—Protestant
Native white—parents native white
Offense: Immorality and truancy
Family: Father—mother; three brothers, two sisters; Husband
Ruth, an oversized girl with blonde bobbed hair, blue eyes, and
fair complexion, came from a home maintained at a poor economic level.
She is one of seven childrena-stutters when nervous or excited. She is
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pleasing and cooperative, willing to receive instructions. Her most
serious offense h? s been that of immorality. Her father, a man of small
stature, has always been a tenant former. Although a hard worker all
his life, he has never been able to accumulete anything. He has a .-rood
reputation in the neighborhood for being a hard worker and not troublesome.
He has been interested in his family but is a weak disciplinarian. The
court knows of no criminal recoi'd against him. His intelligence is below
aver.-ige, but not as low as his wife* s.
The mother, short and stocky, is high tempered, profane, and un-
truthful. She has a poor reputation and weak character. 5)he is very low
in intelligence, bordering on feeblemindedness. She has been rough and
cruel to her children, quick to anger, but underneath fights for then.
She blames others for the trouble she has had with her family. She is a
hurdworking woman and has managed very well on what money she has bad.
The family live out in the country in a frame house of four rooms.
There are no sanitary conditions. The housf? is poorly furnished and in
a run-down condition. The home is never clean and neat, reflecting very
poor standards of horsekeeping. There is a very poor atmosphere in the
home. The children engage in profanity, loose talk, and dishonesty.
Close to the home is a notorious roadhouse, an old bam, where there are
public dances and drinking.
One sister had an illegitimate child when 16 years old. She was
later married, but not to the father of the child. She now has several
children. She is poor and lives in an undesirable neighborhood. Her
home reflects very low standards.
The other sister has higher ideals than the rest of the family. She
is married and has two children. She is the sister with whom Ruth was
placed by the court.
One brother is married. His wife appears to have rather high intel-
ligence. She tried to help Buth, but due to resentment shown by Ruth's
mother disccntinued her help.
The two other brothers live at home. They have been arrested for
stealing and disorderly conduct,
Ruth entered a country school when slie wea six years old, and was
fairly regular in attendance during the early yeare of her school life. She
did poor work and gave trouble the last two or three years she attended, Sh
»
failed in the fifth and sixth grades. She was reported to the court in
October, 1934, for truancy. She was later excluded from school when she
married. She was in the sixth grade at that time.
In April, 1935, she entered into a bigamous marriage. The husband
was committed to the Workhouse for contributing to her delinquency. She
court states that Ruth's parents wen? most uncooperative. T'ney resonted
any action against Ruth and her husband, and withheld all kinds of infor-

mat Ion, Ruth*s husband left the city and they refused to c:lve any clues
as to his wheroabouts. The mother was eapocially difficult and perjured
herself in court raora than once. Ruth was pregnant at the tiTTie, although
her husband was not the father of her child. She was released to a sis-
ter and placed on unofficial probation. Later her baby died, r>he then
lived with her sisters and her parents.
In August, 1935, she again married. Ruth got along very well with
his new husband for several weeks. In Septeraber, the husband went to the
court and reported that Ruth was not doing right, and that he thought she
had a venereal disease. A few days later Ruth was taken to the court for
an examination. She became ill and was taken to the hospital where it was
found she had an acute case of gonorrhea. She *as confined there for
several weeks.
After Ruth*8 release from the hospital, she was again taken before
the court. She had shown that she could not be trusted to be on pro-
bation; that she had no sense of right and wrong; and thnt she was easily
influenced by anyone. Neither was she able to make a home for herself
and husband. The court committed her to the Girls* Industrial 5>chool.
The foregoing case sunmaries illustrate seme of the factors pointed
out in Chapters II end III in addition to suggesting other considerations,
among irtiich may be mentioned the following:
1. The court findings sent to the Girls' Industrial School, while
authentic, are not always adequate, since vital and ijertinent information
is often omitted. The above sample of cases reveals a great difference
in the amount of material available. The psychological findings, the
school records, the early developmental factors, the whereabouts of
parents, and many other significant items were lacking in many cases, thus
mfiking it impossible to follow a specific outline in the preparation of
these skeleton sunrraries,
2. The court findings, while indicating the inanediate precipitating
factors causing the latent delinquency to become manifest, rarely surgest
the etiology of the problem. The basis for the disposition and treatment
of many cases is that of symptomatic behavior, rather than underlying

causes. No one can treat stealing, lying, immorality, etc. The treatment
should be based on the causes which have led a person to steal, to fal-
sify, to commit sex offenses, etc,
3, An analysis of the above case histories suggest that a number
of these cases properly belong in a different type of institution where
a more individualized form of therapy may be offered. This conclusion
substantiates the writer's view, as already expressed in Chapter I; name-
ly, that the Bureau of Juvenile Research could well be the clearing house
to which all youthful offenders brought before the court for major
offenses, or revealing serious maladjustment, should be sent for study
and diagnosis, after which they would return to the court with the
laboratory findings and recommendations. Thus, the judge would be
better informed to render a wise disposition of the case. The right
individual (if en institutional case) woulfl be sent to the rij^ht insti-
tution; namely, the one equipped to treat his basic difficulties with the
maximum hope of rehabilitation.
4. The foregoing illustrative cases also depict and reveal in a
vivid manner, the traits and patterns already indicated in Chapters II
and III.
Such factors as the girls' health, school history, employment ex-
perience, behavior and court record, and such parental factors as economic
situation, marital status, broken and disorganizaed homes, low moral stan-
dards, as well as court and institutional records of relatives in many
instances are clearly portrayed in the above cusoa, substantiating the
statistical analysis of preceding chapters.
The findings which have already received discussion In the foregoing

ohaptsra will be given added consi deration in the aucceeding and conclud-
ing chapter,
5, A study of the above cases also reveals the wide difference in
the criteria used by judges as a basis for ccmmitments to the Girls'
Industrial School, Some Judges interpret the Girls' Industrial School
as a custodial institution or place of protection and commit girls with-
out any period of probation. Others regard the institution as a place
of last resort and coranit girls only after all other local neasures have
failed. As stated in Chapter I (page 5), the writer feels that more un-
iform criteria should be established.

Chapter V
Svunnary and Conolualons
Out of the facts, tables, lllustrHtive cases, and inferences pre-
sented in the preceding chapters, the student has endeavored to establish
some reliable evidence pertaining to youthful girl offenders. Although
emphasis has been laid upon factors contributing to the girls* (Uoianit-
menta to the Industrial School, certain additional d'lta have been
offered as being considered worthy of attention.
Before suinraurizing the more outstanding features of the detailed pic-
ture as depicted in the foregoing pages, the writer desires to call atten-
tion to the following supplonentary considerations; nanely, the rural
and urban distribution of the commitments under study, the months in which
the girls were committed, and the distibution of cases by county. These
factors are considered valuable in enlarging the perspective of the
problems and treatment of the youthful girl offenders in Ohio.
TABLE XXXVI
RURAL AND URBAN DISTRIBUTION
Population No. of
Cases
Per Cent
Country
Towns under ?000
Cities of 2000 and under 4000
Cities of 4000 ard under 8000
Cities of 8000 and under 25,000
Cities of 25,000 and over
13
23
21
34
50
115
5,1
0.0
8,2
13.3
19.5
44.
g
Total 256 100,0

Do the cities or rural communities contribute the greater number
of delinquents? Table NO. XXXVI indicates that 115 (44.9^), prac-
tically one-half of the group under study, came from cities of 25,000
and over. The next group in size, 34 (13,3^), came from cities
with a population of 4000 and under 8000; 23 {9,0%) came from villHges
and towns under 2000; 21 (8,2^) came from cities of 2000 and under 4000,
while the remaining number, 13 (5,1^), came from the country.
These figures reveal that the majority of cases, 199 {77,7%),
came from cities of 2000 and over—with 115 (44,9^) of this number
coming from the more highly urbanized areas of 25,000 and over. In
the light of these facts one is led to believe that the incidence
of delinquency is greater in the urban than in the rural sections.
An interesting study in urban-rural delinquency made by
Willard F. Johnson of the Industrial School at Industry, New York,
also points to some significant conclusions. Mr, Johnson states:
In considering social and mental pathology in
the parents and siblings of the urban and rural groups,
no consistent differences appear. Delinquency appears
in 355t of the rural families, as against 32^5 to 64^6 of
the urban fami lies, .. .But of the rural delinquents
had had contact with organized recreational groups,
compared to from Z6% to 54?^ of urban oases, ...It is in
the picture of their delinquent careers and in the
community' s efforts at treatment that a large and impor-
tant oontraftt appears. . .The rural delinquent is much
older than his urban brother when he first reached the
attention of the court. ..The medium age for urban de-
linquents is betiveen 11 and 13 years vhile that for
rural delinquents is 14 years and 4 months,.,The urban
boy, because of his environment, makes his debut into
social groups much earlier than the country boy. His
neighborhood offers facilities for group activity; de-
linquency patters are more quickly imitated. Delin-
quency, with the urban offender, usually follows a

^roup example, whereas In the case of the I^lral
youngster this is not true. . .Peitinquency must usualljr
follow upon his own initiative. .. .By and large, we
find the rural delinquent far less of a problem than
the urban delinquent. . .In the urban groups, so liiuch effort
has been api^lied, community facilities have been taxed to
the utmost, failure has been so evident that commitment
has represented the final effort to rid the coi^munity
of a problem impossible of solution. In the rural group,
so little has been done, facilities for supervision,
for foster home care, for effecting a change in personal-
ities or environment are so limited, that commitment is
utilised with raiher the feeling that it is the only
treatment at hand. One cannot avoid, from a comparison
of rural and urban delinquents, the conclusion that oftenr
times the urban delinquent is carried needlessly far past
the point where institutional cara can offer ariything worth-
while; and oftentimes the rural aelinquent is not given
any opportunity to save his face in the community, and is
institutionalized when a little mon^ or a little effort
^
could have kept him forever from a ''reform school stigma."
Mr. Johnson's observations have been quoted at length as theiy
80 definitely parallel the general picture of urban-rural delinquency
in Ohio at the time of this investigation and confirm the findings of
2
a similar study made b;' the writer in 1933*
The presence or lack of local facilities is obviously
closely related to the number of commitments made by the various courts*
This fact, combined with lack of uniform criteria as a basis of commit-
ment and the great difference in the degree of adequacy of the staffs
1 Willard F. Johnson, "A Study of Bural-Urban Delinquency,"
The Delinquent Child and the Institution , 2: E7-37, June 1936 (New
York State Dept^rtment of Social .Velfare)
2 Burns, op. cit
•
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suj^errising Juveniles, leads to a vide Tarlatlon in the county distrilnx-
tion of CGBuuitioents to the Girls' Industrial School*
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TABLiS XXXVII
COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OF C0Ji*.aTW3NTS
County MO* or Per oounxy riO. or Per
Cases Cent Cases Cenx
Cuyhoga VJ. o
Lucas OA /,o finonroe p u.o
Coluioblaiia iv nam son o U.O
Franklin 1 n10 o»v oumai V U.o
Manoning i.% ASubauuxa Oa U. o
ooimonx lurl cm AXui anil Oa u. o
J 61 rarson IJL A narz^n U. o
Starke V o« O p U.o
tjuxier oo o« JL X U.*
nOSS aO 'K 1•J» 1 1X n Au.*
Athens nr 9 n X A A
Montgomery 7 ft*" nsyne X A AU.4
Lawrence ft7 MoU. lua X A Au.*
Tuscarawas o Vol -n'^A a'XA X A AU.4
Scioto 6 2.3 Williams 1 0.4
Hamilton 5 2.0 Def iBnce 1 0.4
Meigs 5 2.0 Van Wert 1 0.4
Wii aVirifiniTn A 1-5 Clermont 1 0.4
Trumbull 4 1.5 Allen 1 0.4
Gallia 4 1.5 Henry 1 0.4
Portage 4 1.5 Fulton 1 0.4
Huron S 1.8 Hardin 1 0.4
Richland 8 1.2 Logan 1 0.4
Clark- 8 1.2 Adams 1 0.4
Greene 2 0.8 Sandusky 1 0.4
Darke e 0.8 Crawford X 0.4
Knox 2 0.8 Pike 1 0.4
Total 256 100.0
Table XXXVII and the accompanying map of Ohio (see page 105) reveal
the county distribution of the cases under study. It will be noticed that
four of the counties having a high number of cotnmitmonts, namely,
Cuyahoga, Lucas, Franklin and Mahoning, represent highly populated and
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urbanized areas in the state, total population of these four counties
is 2,190,546 (31.7%) of the general population in Ohio,^ The combined
number of cases from these counties ia 80, or 2>1% of the total number
comnitted.
It is interesting to note further that of the remaining 50 counties
conmitting girls during the year under consideration, 19 comnitted only
one girl, 11 conEnltted two, three counties corranitted three, four coitfJiitted
four, two conmitted five, two committed six, three conmitted seven, two
committed eight, one committed nine, two oomroitted 11 and 12, two comnitted
14 and 15, two comnitted 19 and 20, and one cotmitted 151,
It is of particular significance to observe that 34 of the 88
juvenile courts made no oomrai*ments to the Girls' Industrial School during
the yefir under study, (Sea Map of Ohio on page 105), The great majority
of these counties are largely rural in character. The writer, in a previoi^
study^ ascertained that the juvenile courts in a lar-^e number of these
counties were inadequately staffed, also that local resources for the
care and treatment of juvenile offenders in these same counties were de-
cidedly limited. It is not to be assumed, however, that absence of
coinnitraents is necessarily an indication of superior court supervision
or lack of local delinquency. It may more largely suggest failure in the
detection of incipient delinquency and in supplying the desired treatment,
For a more detailed discussion of this topic the reader is again referred to
the above-mentioned study made of local odur^t standards and supervision of
juveniles in Ohio,^
S Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940
4 Bums, op,clt
5 Burns, op , cit .

Monthly Distribution*
TABLE XXXirill
MONTH DUHING .VHICH GIRLS WEEK COMiLlTTBD
Month Ho* of Girls Per Cent
Juljr 18 7.0
Au^st 20 7.8
September 23 9.1
October 20 7.8
Hotember 25 9.8
December 27 10.5
Januaiy 21 8.2
February 25 9.7
March 27 10.6
April 18 7.0
May 19 7.4
June 13 5.1
Total 256 100.0
Is there a higher incidence of commitments during any one season
of the year? Table JUUGTIII shows but slight variation throughout the
year. It may be observed that during each of the two months, March and
December, 27 girls wero comraitted, while during each of the months of
Februaxy and Hovember, 25 were comraitted. During each of the remain-
ing months of the year, there were from 13 to 23 girls comraitted.
While there is not sufficient variation in the monthly distribution to
indicate ax^ great significance between certain seasons and the in-
cidence of commitments, it will be observed that the number drops
slightly during the summer months.
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The student now wishes to review and briefly siimmarize the more
pertinent findings relative to the girl offenders and to their l^ack-
ground. In considering the following data, the aistinction, as made "by
Aiohorn,^ between manifest delinquency and latent delinquency should be
kept in mind* He views latent delinquency as that state in which an
individual has suppresed his instinctual drives or wishes so tha^ they
lurk in the background awaiting an opportunity to break through to satis-
faction* He further indicates that latent delinquency becomes manifest
upon provocation—or suitable circumstances which call forth the sup-
pressed instinctual desires and result in dissocial behavior*
With this interpretation of delinquency in mind, the reader will
find it easy in considering the following siunmarization, to identify
the latent or underlying causation as apart from the precipitating or
overt manifestation. It will be discovered that the larger number of
factors presented in the summary are precipitating rather than imderlying*
Sven with the realization that oany factors ma^ contribute to
produce delinquency, the fact remains that the central problem in &ny
case is, after all, the delinciuent himself* A siuntiiax^ is now offered
jof the salient points discovered in the analysis of the girls' personal
characteristics as portrayed in the second chapter of this stui^y •
Summary : Pertaining to Personal Characteristics
;
1. The average age of the girls iinder study was shown to be 15
years and 6 months* A fourth of the girls were from 15 to 16 years old*
Another fourth of the group were under the average age. Approximately
one-half were found to be above 16 years of age*
S Aichhorn, op. cit*

Zm Nine girls {Z.b%) of the 256 cases were illegitimate which is
comparal)le to the per cent iz,6%) in the general Ohio population for
1936.
3« An outstanding feature of the racial extraction of the group
was the abnormally high percentage of negroes. There were about three
times as manjr negro girls as would he expected from the ratio of negro
population to the total population of Ohio in 1936* Another significant
observation was the number of girls whose uothers were American, but
whose fathers were not* A little over half of the girls were off-
spring of unmixed white American parents, while the remaining number
were either colored or the offspring of native and foreign-born parent^
41* The group shows a higher incidence of native-born daughters
of foreign-born parents than is shown in the general Ohio population
for 1930* This factor siiggests the conflict in standards and clash
of cultures between native-born parents and the relationship of this,
in turn, to social maladjxustment . Girls born of native-born colored
parents also ran in excess of normal numerical expectation, while girls
of native-born white parents ran decidedly below numerical expectanpy.
5* The number of girls married, prior to commitment, was veiy low
—representing only half the number of married girls of the same age
to be loond in the general Ohio population for 1950. The evidence shows
none of the offenders' marria^^es to have been successful, a factor
closely related to the emotional instability of mai\y of the girls under
stud^.
6. The total health picture of the girls was not very favorable*

In nearly erery case there was need of some physical or medical attention
A fifth of the group was shown to have a venereal infection, a factor
indicating not only imraorality, laut probal)le lack of local resources
for desirable mediaal care* A tenth of the cases showed th^'roid trouble
a factor having to do with emotional instability » fatigue and excita-
bility which in turn often precipitates delin(iuency
.
7. The degree of educational perforiaance of the group was found
to be considerably below that of Ohio school children* A fourth had com
pleted the eighth grade* A tenth had been entered in high school, which
is a low percentage in the light of the average age (15 years, 6 months)
of the girls* Half of the group show records of failing frou dne to
three grades* Less than half of the number show non-failure records*
These factors of failure and retardation point to school maladjustment,
which in turn, leads one to question the efficacy of the school pro-
gran*
8* A disappointing number of the girls indicated constructive
use of leisure* while a large number expressed a liking for certain
home and recreational interests, less than half were or had ever been
a member of any well-supervised recreational or vocational group*
9* The majority of girls in the group revealed some form of
ambition, although they verbalized it on a vexy ir.imature level. About
one-third of the group expressed a specific ambition leading to
marriage or a career* Another third lacked any definite idea of an
objective or useful vocation in life, a factor suggesting the mental
retardation, immaturity, and irresponsibility of the girls*

10. The group shows a great preponderance of Protestvmta, com-
prising approximately half of the total. The percentage of Catholic
girls compares very closely to the percentage of Catholics in the
Ohio population. About a fourth of the girls were \mclasaified as to
religion, and a tenth had no church affiliation. Although two-thirds of
the group claimed church association, this does not necessarily imply
church membership.
11. Half of the girl offenders were employed at the time of ad-
mission. All but a neglible per cent of the remaining number were
attending; school. A significant factor in the cases employed was the
high per cent of girls employed away from home and subject to unwhole-
some influences, a factor which bears a definite relationship to the
incidence of commitments.
12. Over three-fourths of ihe girls show a record of previous
institutional and home placement prior to ccBomitment. A third of the
group had been placed in detention homes while a half had records of
institutional, wa^^e, and foster homos placement— a factor having to do
with the insecurity experienced by the girls who were frequently uprooted
and forced to adjust to new foster-parents. A sixth of the total group
had been sent to the Bureau of Juvenile Research prior to commitment—
a key factor, indicating a minimum use of a iiighly desirable facility
for the scientific study of children.
The Bureau of Juvenile Research, the services of which are available
to all the 88 courts tme of charge, represents modem equipment, a high-
ly specialized and trained staff and adequate laboratory facilities for
a oonqjlete study of the total child. It is believed by the student and
I
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many children* s worlcors in Ohio that a wider and greater use of this
service should be made by the Juvenile courts lacking similar facilities
and services. Since 141 girls (55^) cornnitted to the Girls' Industrial
School during the year under study came from rural areas and towns
with a population under 25,000, it may be reliably concluded that these
girls were committed without the benefit of scientific study and diagnosis.
13, A third of the group shows only one contact with the court
prior to commitment. Two-thirds of the offenders had from two to four
contacts with the court, pointing to some attempt on the part of a number
of local officials to help In the girls* adjustment. One is led to ques-
tion however the effort of local authorities in the rehabilitation of the
third who were committed upon the first court appearance,
14, On the particular offense for which the girls were committed,
half of the number were both incorrigible and Immoral; a third ran away
from home; a fourth stayed out late at night and wore delinquent; a fourth
were truant; an eighth were guilty of both stealing and drinking, A few
were committed for snoklng, disobedience, lying, swearing, petty larceny,
and fighting.
The above offenses are all symptomatic behavior resulting from
deeper and underlying causes. It may be concluded that many commitments
were based upon the symptoms manifested, rather than a clear recognition
of the underlying maladjustment,
15, Half of the girls were living in parental homes at the time of
committing the offenses leading to their apprehension. A third of the
group were living with relatives or rooming in other families away from
home—a situation closely related to the offenders' misconduct, re-

suiting from ^ob8 of love and a denial of the emotional satisfactions
appropriate to their stage of development.
The above review of the traits and behavior of the girl offenders
emphasizes anew the complexity of the social maladjustments that the
Juvenile courts are responsible to diagnose and treat.
Having sumcnarized the outstanding factors pertaining to the
personal characteristics of the girls under study, attention is now given
to the more In^ortant findings regarding the family background or en-
vironmental influences. The importance of the interaction of the child's
total personality in his total environment cannot be over-emphasized,
Frtinkwood Williams states:
The maladjustments observable in the child in the main
reflect the shortcomings in the social environment—family,
companions, teachers, and every person with whom he cores in-
to more or less Intimate contact, . .Their emotional attitudes and
habit patterns "^re avidly absorbed by and reflected in the
growing child.'
The picture of the Family Background sketched in Chapter III, por-
trayed physical and mental handicaps, underprivileged, and inadequate
and disorganized hones, early up-rooting of family ties, low moral
standards, inharmonious relations between parents, unwholesome neighbor-
hoods, unemplojmient , and a high incidence of delinquency and criminality.
Summary; Pertaining to Family Bac kground
.
1. A high incidence of foreign-born parentage was found among the
girl offenders. The foreign-bom of the Ohio population is considerably
less than the foreign-bom parents of the girls, a factor confirming the
7 Frankwood E. Williams, M,D., Adolescence (New York: Farrar
and Rinehart, 1930), p. 286.
V
belief that the clash of cultures between foreign-bom parents and
native-bom children bears a relationship to th^ incidence of maladjust-
ment. Three-fourths of the parents were native-bom. Half of this
number nore bom in other states in the Union. The foreign nationalities,
constituting a fifth of the parents, include the Czechoslovnkian, Polish,
Italian, Hungarian, :3nglish, (Jannan, Austrian, Greek, and Scotch.
8, The parents were on the ^ole found to be of low mentality, A
tenth of the total n\iraber of parents in the group under study were found
to be illiter te, a much higher incidence than that found among the
general Ohio population.
3, With the parents, as with the girls, Protestant affiliations
were largely preponderant, constituting four-fifths of the total number,
A seventh of the group were Catholic, i^ile a negligible number were
unclassified. Here again, claiming association with a denomination does
not necessarily signify church membership.
4, Approximately one-fourth of the total number of parents were
employed, a factor of grave importance in relation to the incidence of
commitments. The fathers, when fortunate enough to be employed, could
rarely support their abnonnally large families. A fourth of the mothers
had to neglect their household duties and responsibilities in order to
supplement an inadequate family income, result inf^ in poorly su^rvised
homes,
5, The economic situation of the girls was very poor and demoralizing
Only a third of the cases were found to be economically independent, A
fourth were partially dependent, while approximately a third were wholly
dependent. Two-thirds rented nrojjerty, '^ile only a sixth owned property.

These factors point to a hi^ correlation between the economic dependency
of families and the delinquency of children,
6. The size of the families represented by the group are consider-
ably larger than the average family in Ohio, a factor which cannot be
ignored in studying the needs and total personalities of the girl offend-
ers*
7. The marital recor(3ys of the parents show grent instability and
irresponsibility. One-third of the total number of parents were married
once, while the remaining two-thirds show a record of from one to three
marriages.
8. Two-thirds of the girls came from hones broken by death, separa-
tion, divorce, and desertion. This is a much hi^er percenta^^e than that
found in the general Ohio population in 1930, This factor suggests an
unfavorable home environment, one of quarrelling, indifference, and
friction, thus rendering the homes unfit for the proper rearing of
children,
9. The moral standards of the families from which the f'irls came
were found to be inferior and undesirable. Half of the parents had
records of immorality, A third had been arrested for misconduct, while
over a fourth had records of being quarrelsome, shiftless, cruel, de-
generate, and feeble-minded,
10. Misconduct and criminality were frequent among members of {?irls*
faanilies. Only a fourth of the families show absence of an official
court record. The remaining three-fourths of the families show from one
to five court arrests for some form of delinquency, A high incidence of
institutional commitments among tl» girls* families was also found. Less
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than a third of the families were free from institutional records. Approx-
imately a fourth of the families show one institutional commitment, while
another fourth show from two to six institutional comraitmsnts. The high
incidence of delinquent, criminal, and defective strains thus shown in
the families of the group is a factor indicating the inferior soil and the
unwholesome psychologic atmosphere in i^friich the girls under study were
raised.
The case stories presented in Chapter IV further illustrate tne
factors presented in the above summaries. These case stories exemplify
practically all the major problems of individual and social pathology.
Bxperts in the fields of psychiatry, education, and eugenics will discern
in them problems of neuroticism, faulty training, and evidences of in-
ferior inheritance; the sociologist will discover the evils and miseries
attendant to inadequate economic conditions and the correlation to be
found between dependency and delinquency.
The findings established in the preceding pages sufigest the inquiry,
Who has failed these girl offenders? Howard and Patry state:
Children are not born "bad" or "problem children." They
are rather misunderstood and unintelligently managed. The
fact that we have an abonorraal problem of behavior in a child
means that somebody has failed to show him off to advantage on
his own level of capacity, fro obtaining reasonable satisfaction
and social adjustment, security, accomplishment, love, admiration
and recognition.
. .
Somebody along the child's life span has
. fRiled to evaluate the child's assets and liabilities and to shape
example, guidance, supervision, training and opportunities in
social habit formation in keeping with his abilities and needs.
Who has failed, then, to understand and manage the delinquent girls
under study intelligently? Are we not justified, in the light of the
8 Howard and Patry, op. cit. p. 272
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evidence presented, to aay that the home, the school, the court, end the
coimtunity have all failed to reach their raaxlimim effectiveness in the
deterrence of treatment of Juveniles, and to the decree of their having
failed to accept their highest responsibility they have felled the girl?
The student wishes to quote further from Howard and Patry:
Children with problems of behavior should be thought of
as products of the home, school and coiamunity. They are
a djmamic ooraponent of the various human institutions and
persons with whom they have come in contact. These children
should be considered not as a foreign body fighting against
the school and society, but as a real part and product of
them . • • There is no sharp line of demarcation between the
problem and the non-problem individual. The crucial test is
his efficacy in capacity for socialization with a reasonable
amount of satisfaction said success.-^
If the above agencies singly and collectively have failed to meet the
needs and problems of the girl offenders under consideration, what prac-
tical measures may be suggested as being of constructive and therapeutic
value? ^Vhat changes and modifications in the existing programs of the
home, school, court, and ccanmunity, as they relate to the problems of
juvenile delinquency may be recommended?
The student, realizing the volume of existing material relative to
the problem of juvenile delinquency, its prevention and treatment, has no
desire to indulge in undue reiteration of broad general programs of pre-
vention and rehabilitation. She prefers, rather, to call attention to
a few practical lines of approach and changes in current procedures that
appear desirable and feasible in the light of her personal experience and
observations. Attention Is, therefore, modestly called to the following
for consideration:
9 Ibid. p. 270
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1, Home. There is no aubstitute for normal home life and in-
telligent parenthood in the successful roaring of children and in build-
ing personality. The late Will Rogers once shrewdly remarked that we
cannot have synthetic children. Since child behavior is largely a
response to the behavior of parents and family associations, one out-
standing need is that of promoting wholesome home life. Assistance
should be supplied to parents in solving their omi problems as well as
in d«alin,<>; with the conduct and problems of their children.
Parents must understand not only the real needs of
the child, but their own needs and be able to satisfy them
in a more nhoiesome manner than at the child's expense,^
Such programs as preparantal education, parent education, public
home relief and Mother's Aid, prcxaotion of economic security through
establishment of wage levels adequate to maintain wholesome living stan-
dards should be encouraged and sponsored.
&• School . Before the school lies the promise of a real program
for the prevention of delinquncy.
The schools more than any other human institution,
with the probable exception of the borne, are in a strategic
position to clutivate wholesome personality, and emotional,
volitional, character and citizenship traits that will, en-
able the child to weather the stona of adjustment to life
with its vicissitudes and temptations. . .
Children do not play truant If they gain mors satis-
faction in school, show up to bett^^r individual and group
advantage than on the street and vysri^us out-of-schcol
potential foci of social ill-health.
The school organization should, therefore, provide for various services
10 Gerald H. Pearson, "What the Adolescent Girl Needs in !Ter Home,'
Mental Hygiene
.
Vol. 14, No. 1, Jamary 1930, pp. 40-53,
11 Howard and Patry, op. cit.
,
p 309.

to assist in preventing or solving the various problems of school meiL-
adjustment and dissatisfaction which are fertile sources of delinquency.
These services night include: Health Service, Attendance Department,
Visiting teachers and school counselors, Special schools and classes,
Educational and Vocational guidance. Child-study departments, Clinics,
and other such services.
Were the schools to maintain an individual case study and cumulative
record of every school child—with an interpretation of causes of failure-
giving special attention to such traits as mental ability, lack of inter-
est, irregular attendance, indifference, lack of effort and energy, they
would have valuable data as a basis for interpreting the child's behavior.
Ther<j should be greater cooperation between school, home, community
and social agencies in promoting knowledge and practice of parental ed-
ucation and cbild development in social health habits. It is also advlsabl
for the schools to have closer cooperation with the juvenile courts, not
only in having adequate records available, but also in having "unofficial"
13
or "Infoimal" school courts which will eliminate the stigma of the couirt.
Further training of existing school personnel as well as the pro-
curing of more expert service in the examination, diagnosis, and treatment
of p re-delinquents and delinquent pupils is, of course, also highly de-
sirable.
3. Court. Attention has already been called to the wide variation
existing throughout the State in court standards and procedures.-^* As
12 U.S. Children's Bureau: Facts about Juvenile Delinquency, Pub-
lication -Mo. 215, P. 17.
13 Howard and Patry, op. cit.
, p. 310.
14 Burns, op. cit.

previously stated, it is felt that more uniform criteria should be es-
tablished as a basis for o anmitment to the State Industrial School. It
is also recoramended that the staff of the juvenile courts be more highly
trained in order to render skilled and specialized service.
We have learned—and by we I mean psychiatrists, jurists,
criminologists, penaloglsta, probation and parole officers,
that the problem of delinquency is not to be solved by such
simple-minded, nalva methods, as "Jiard boiled" thundering justice
with its severe penalltes, on the one hand, or by confidence,
love and good will, on the other; there may be a place for
punishment and there v?ill always be a place for good will, but
both must be intelligent and know ydi^t they are about; that
It Is not sufficient for a judge to be convinced neraly of the
guilt of an individual, but it is equally important for him to
know, if any benefit is to come from the treatment he is about
to prescribe, what kind of an individual it is with whom he is
to deal. For how can a judge any more than a physician pre-
scribe without first knowing something about the condition he
is prescribing for? — and when a judge has passed sentence
he has written a prescription.!®
It is strongly advised that courts make greater use of the Bureau of
Juvenile Research as a receiving center for the study, diagnosis and re-
commendations of all cases prior to their commitment to the Girls* In-
dustrial School.
It is believed by the writer that an expansion of the existlnf^ court,
detention and probation facilities In many of the larger and more f^ighly
populated counties would enable detection of cases of incipient delin-
quency and thus reduce the incidence of Institutional commitments.
in counties, irtiera It Is at all possible, psychiatric clinics should
be attached to the juvenile courts or some equivalent service irtilch could
assay the human material that passes through them. Courts must see that
16 Williams, 0£. cit.
. p. 823

the humfin material, once assayed, Is passed on to the institution suitably-
prepared to understand it and to deal with it,
4. The Community,
The coinnunity, through its various agencies, may help to
stengthen the child, fit him to meet life squarely, or it may
help to make him dissatisfied with his environment, to rebel
af^ainst it, and thus may become one of the causes of juvenile
delinquency, , , Upon whom does the responsibility rest for
whet the cotiraunity offers the Child? . , , All children,
privileged aad underprivileged, take nh.at the c6mmunity has to
offer. Adults make the community what it is. When it does
not satisfy the needs of its children or when it thwarts and
exploits them, the adults are responsible, and no clinics,
juvenile courts, or reformatory institutions can ever fully
adjust the child,
The communities in Ohio have not fully accepted this responsibility.
There is not only an absence of constructive and creative recreational
opportunities in many sections, but a presence of negative and demoraliz-
ing influences,
A two-fold program on the part of agencies, public and private,
that are willing to accept the challenge of making the caaraunity safe
for children, is thereby suggested; a program of prevention—supplying
means for a constructive usQ '3f leisure time—and a program of pro-fe®c*ioii
against vicious and demoralizing influences.
In order to initiate and carry out such a program, the cooperation
of interested local leaders who will help to promote wholesome activities
and to win public support will be needed. Through a well coordinated
program of local agencies directed by leaders with social vision, many
conriunities could expland their existing facilities to include such re-
sources as public playgrounds, athletic fields, swiraming pools and wad-
16 U,S. Children's Bureau: op, cit,
, pp. 20-21
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Ing ponds, play streets, camp sites, and parks for picnics and nature
study, public-library service, concerts and musical activities and museums.
In addition to expanding the facilities, coianunities need to insure
their boys and girls a sufficient number of organized groups as Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, Canp Fire Girls, Girl Peserves, church clubs, and the like.
Community centers are likewise valuable.
In em effort to reduce the number of harmful comrounity influences,
local groups need to unite lu their demand to have supervision of com-
mercialized amusements, control of motion-picture programs, suppression
of the distribution ot sale of obscene literature, enforcement of laws
prohibiting the sale of liquor, drugs and tobacco to minors, and,
finally, prosecution of adults neglecting children, contributing to de-
linquency of children, or coranaitting offenses against children.
It is necessary that home, school, court and conmoinity agencies should
intelligently cooperate and supplement one another's contributions. Thus
we must keep in mind the nultlplicity of human relationships in bringing
about the reconstruction of these maladjusted girls.
Who is to be the leader in this crusade of social reconstruction?
Frankwood Williams offers the following observation:
The home, the school, the church, the law, together and
singly, have extended themselves to their limit in efforts to
solve the problem of delinquency and have failed, I'hey stand
bewildered and balked. The psychiatrist and his colleagues
can be of help at this particular moment in that it is possible
for them to point out, at least in part, the reason for some
of this failure, and in pointing out the reason, both in con-
cept and in individual, to assist these other a^^encies to carry
through with greater success their own programs.
17 Williams, op. cit.
, p. 270
r
If those dealing with youthful girl offenders are willing to accept
the leadership of skilled psychiatrists and clinicians, wherever it can
be made available, they may be able to greatly reduce the number of
official court cases and institutional conmitnients. By following such
Ruidauce and discovering the etiology of the offenders' antisocial
attitudes and behavior, troatment will be offered on an etiologic
level rather than on symptoioatio manifestations.
Do not the above considerations reveal an undeniable responsibility
of the court, of the Girls* Industrial School, and of the connnunity to
play a leading role in the total program of social treatnent and rehab-
ilitation of maladjusted girls?
The student can suggest no greater challenge than that voiced by
James Plant:
But for some this maladjusted individual whom we first
pitied and then we feared has developed a new meaning. It is
the rebel who teaches change because he dramatizes life—he throws
its character into relief. It is the rebel who teaches change be©
cause he tells us what life means to people; he alone gives a
picture of the tensions which the institutions place upon the
personality. It is the problem child who has shown us the
problems of the child. The fact is that our therapy tnust always
be oriented to what the maladjusted are telling us of Family,
School, Penal measures, Industry, the Church, etc. We must
continue what we are starting, to make the stone that was re-
jected the cornerstone of our new social philosophy— to have
the vision to follow those whom we pitied and then feared. This
is the great contribution of the misfit.
l8 James S. Plant, M. D., Personality and the Cultural Pattern
(New York: The Coramonwealth Fund, 1937) p. 412
r
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APPBNDICiSS

Case ntmber_
Date Admitted
Working Schedule
The Girl
1. name.
Age Leg Illeg Color Nationality , .I.Q.
2. Beaidenoe
Town
8000-?'5,000
County Country
2000-4000 4000-8000
25,000 ,
3, Admitted
Jan Feb March April. May June.
July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec.
.
4, Birthplace
Ohio U.S. other ^han Ohio Foreign Unknown..,
5, Conjugal Relation
Single Married. . . .Sep Dlv Des Wid. . . .
.
Living with husband Children.
Where now
6, Offense
Delinquency Incorrigi^iility linmorality Truancy.
.
Immoral Assoc Running away Stealing Fighting.
Smoking Drinking Out late l^tty larceny
OtherShoplifting Forgery.
Whereabouts at time of offense.

- 2 -
7, Causes of Delinquency
Disintegrated home Chronic truant
Bad associations Lack of Parental control...
Lack of moral training Unhappy fjasily life
Financially inadequate hone. 'Disobedience
Other
8, Number of Court Contacts
One Two Three Four Five. . , .Six, . . . .Ifor© ..... .None. . .
,
On probation How long
Talked to by Judge Once Twice. .. .Thrice More ... .Never.
.
Talked to by Prob, Off Once Twice. . .'''hrice. .. .More. .. .Never,
.
Other
9, Social Agencies
Nxunber contacted How long
Relief Other
10, Previous Institutional History
Children's Home How Long Foster Home: How Long
Probation Home How Long Boarding Home: How Long
Other
11, School Peoord
Ungraded 4th.
. .
.5th 6th. . . .7th. . . ,8th. . . .9th. , ,10th. .. .llth...
l^th....0ut of school at time of commitment, .... .How long
Truant School Problem Liked School. ,,,,, .Disliked, .,
Why.
Liked Teachers Disliked Teachers.
Why.
No Clothing Had to work.
131

- 3 -
12. Health Record
Crf^od Fair Poor
Venereal : Yes, . . .No Syphilis Oonnorhea Both,
Needlngs: C-lnssoe .Dental Work
Orthopedic Attention X-P.ay
Tonsillectoiny Major op erat ion , ,
Thyroid Attention Nervoun ,
T. B. suspect Underweight. ,
0verwe ight Other ,
13. Church Record
Catholic.
.
Prote stant Denami na1 1 on
At tended Church Regu1 erly Irreg Neve
r
Visited by minister "Visited by S. S, Teacher
Worked for church
Attitude toward church: Good Passive Cold. ... Indifferent,
.
14, Baploymeat Record
Smployad. .How Long, .... .Unen^) How Long. . .
.
In School Housework .Factory Prostitution
Idle Other
15, Home and Domestic Interests
132
Likes Music Reads Newspapers Magazines Books,,..
Uses Library Museum !3elongs to clubs
Plays music Sings in choir Dances
Likes sports Dramatics 'Vrites poems and stories,..
Handwork Other

-4-
16. Ambitions for self
Housework Taacher Marriage Singer
Baauty Operator Stenographer Beturn Home Make a good
Record here ...Other
^"^^ yirst Choice of Trainlnge
Dome st ic Ki tchen Sewing Art Bake ry
Hospital Chickens Child care Laundry ,
18, raraily Balatloashl):
Good.
. . .fair Poor None
Father: Kind to girl Abusive Indifferent
Motl«r: Kind to 'jirl. . . , . , Abusive Indiiferent
Step-parent: Kind to girl. ..... .Abusive Indifferent ,
Foster-parent: Kind to girl Abusive ...Indifferent
Grandporont s: Kind to girl Abusive Indifferent
Siblings: Kind to girl Abusive Indifferent
1S3
The Parents
Nativity and Nationality
Father: Born in Ohio Other Foreign Bom. .. .Nationality. .
.
Mother: Bom in Ohio Other Foreign Born Nationality..,
20. Conjugal Condition
Father: Married 1. . .2, . .3.. . .Divorced. . .Separated. . .Deserted. . . .Dead.
.
Mother: Married 1, . .2. ..3. .. .Divorced. . .Separated. . .Deserted. . .Dead. .
Living together
21. Btaployment
F athe r : Employed Unemployed 0ther
.
Wothe r: Smployed* . .Unemployed Other.
Stop-parent : Employed Unemployed Other,
I
-5-
22. Bconomlc status
Father: Owna residence. Rent,. Mortgage Other
Mother: Owns residence Rent Mortgaj^e Other....
Step-parent: Owna residence Rent Mortgage. .... .Other, ,.
.
No. of rooms. No. Occupying Electricity
Gas. Coal Coal-Oil Radio Auto
On Relief Indep Partly Dap '^Vholly Dep.
23. No. of Siblings
Location: Home Relatives Children's -ome
Other
24, Literacy of Parents
Father: Can read and write
Mother: Can read and write
Step-parent: Can read and write
25. Faiaily Having Court Record
Father
Mother
Unable to Read and Write,.,.
Unable to Read and Write...,
....Unable to Read and Write
Unc le
.
Aunt
Step-parent Cousin
Brother Grandparent
Sister
26. Defective and Delinquent Relatives in Institutions
B. I. S G. I, S i^ansfield Marysville
Penitentiary Insane Hospital I, F. M
Bplleptic Hospitul Deaf Blind Jail
Workhouse Country Home .Other

-6-
27, Reputation of Parents
Father: Good Bad... Unstated,
Alcoholic Other
Mother: Good Bad Unstated.
Alcoholic Other
Step-parent: Good Bad Unstated...
Alchollc Other
28. Miscellaneous
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APPENDIX B
GIRLS' INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
Initial Social Interview
Date of ConiQ Ko.
Date Rec»d Interviewer
Name: Last Address
Age Birth date Nativity Color.
Birthplace Time in U.S Time In State
Married Single Religion
Chlldz>en7 , Where now?
Committed from: Judge;
Brought by Pro. Off<
C»use of Commitment
D5SCHIPTI0N
Color of Hair Color of Syes Complexion.
Height. Weight Physigue
Scars or Markings
Features: Regular Irregular Vision
PERSONALITY:
TEa/!PERAMBfTr
:
shy sensitive self-conscious Intro-verted naive,
at ease aggressive self-confident extro-verted, ,
sophisticated
,
I
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-2-
VOOD (during interview):
tense excitable cheerful depressed irritable,,,
,
feels unjustly treated resigned only inclined
to adap not unhappy glad to be here optimistic...
TALK ;
sociable, friendly reserved slow to make frienrfs
secretive merely answers question: Bxtra-talkative
INSIGHT AND COOPSPATION;
Beallzes significance of her conduct? ,.
Admits: .readily, rationalizes blames others,
. . .,
.
Admits: truancy disobedience stealing, out late...,
sex Intimacies, running away
drinking, wild parties, Other
H0M3 Ain) DOMSSTIC IN^r^'J^ESTS:
Badlo, at home? Elsewhere?
Likes: Music, popular songs ...old songs,,....
Jazz, classical music, detective stories...*.
true stories, bed-time stories, current events
physical exercises, Others?
Newspapers: Reads:
Murders funny sheets stories
accidents sport pages Sunday features
big news local news , .
Magazines: How obtained? ,
Some favorites:,
Books: Some favorites : , ,
r
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-3-
Library uaed? Musexan?,... How attended?
Church: Denomination? Attends regularly irregularly
Works for church? , Parents go?
Clubs: Member?..., Officer? How long?
Music: Plays? In public? Sings? Solo?
Choir? In public?
Dancing: Social folk clog tap
bfillet, Other? In public?
Dramatics: Took part in school play? Church plasr?
jUnateur night or stage?
Literary interest: Has written stories, poems, plays, etc
Took part in school paper? Published material else-
where?
Sports: Likes:
baseball tennis skating
basketball horse riding drive car?
,
volley ball swimming. football
Children: Care of Brothers and Sisters? Others?....
For pleasure? For pa3r?
Likes children? Dislikes? Indifferent to?
Cooking: Likes? Experience?
Housework: Likes? Sxperionoe?
Sewing: Liftes? Experience?..
Gardening: Likes? Bxperience?. ,
Nursing: Likes? Experience?
Art: Likes? Experience?
,
I
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.4.
Commeroial
Vifork: Likes? Bxperience?.
AMBITIONS Ton SSLF:
Three Wishes: 1,
2.
3.
Vocational choice:
Character traits: ( self-estimated) strong?
weak?
SCHOOL; School last attended
Age entering Age leaving.
Grade reached
Favorite subject
Grades failed, if any
HEALTH; Age at first sex delinquency
Extent of delinquency,
Venereal disease?
GIRL'S STOHYr
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